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. . . The ‘&tbnal Round Table. ,. 

oii the.Etiyiron&ent : 
arid the Economy I. -. .. z4 

I h its 1987 report on Our Common 

f&-e the United Nations “Brundtland” 
Table brings together the many 

competing interests in a.forum where they 
Commission on Environment and can find common ground on which to 
Development expressed optimism that’ take action for sustainable’development. 
the world could resolve its envjronmental The .NRTEE model for round table 
and economic problems. It even dialogues on sustainable development in 
predicted a new era of economic growth 

based on environmentally sound and.. 
resource sectors encompasses both a 

‘catalytic phase and a managerial phase 
sustainable development practices. In 

response to Brundtland, Canada set up 
in which a portion of the planning and 

Round Tables on the’Environment and the 
leadership for the process is undertaken 

Economy, reporting to- First Ministers. 
by.the.NRTEE and a guidihg group drawn 

from the sector. 
The .National Round .Table (NRTEE) was 

announced by.the Prime Minister of 

Canada, and held its first meeting in June’ 

Dialogues .encourage economic sectors 

to build toward consensus on 

of 1989: It acts as a catalyst for change development which is sustainable at its 

and forthe development of consensus on 
inception, rather than being subject solely 

sustainable development issues. It seeks 
to regulatory and remedjal measures..The 

to achieve its goals by forging new 
NRTEE catalyzes the process of dialogue 

partnerships that focus on the link between protagonists. Matters-of content, 

between the environment.and the such as specific targets and plans, come 

economy. It is an independent forum, 
largely from the participants themselves, 

chaired by-Dr. George Conneil, former 
but the National Round Table plays a’role 

president of the University of Toronto. 
in the process; Problem solving sessions 

within sectoral “Round Tables” build a 
Traditionally, Canada’s institutions have common understanding on sustainable 
been designed to bring together .development, including vision’and 
individuals and groups with similar 

interests or goals: However, the Round 
‘principles, and lead to codes of practice 

or action plans for stakeholders, and 

Forest Round Table on &stainable Deyelo&ent 

In reslponse to *, 

Bu’undtland, Canada. 

set up Round Tables on 

[he Environme+t and 

the Economy, 

-reporting to First 

Ministers. The ,. 

National Round Table 
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annknced by the 

Prime Minister of 

Cqnada, and held its 

first. meeting in June of 
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.catalyst for change 

andfor the 
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policy options for governmentand for perceived by all stakeholders in the 

governing.bodies of business, education sector. But ‘specific enough to act as a 

and public interest groups..The.NRTEE. clear base for action by members of 

may ask individual sector groups to meet each stakeholder’s constituency 7 

together if a widening circle of dialogues, industry associations, unions, public 

uncovers inter-sectoral issues which interest grpups, etc. 

require their participation. 

‘. The Process 
Who is a Stakeholder? or, .An inaugural meeting of stakeholders 

4 Stakeholder organizations ratify and 

Principles of . publish results, and take note of 

Sustainable ., .’ .’ 
implementation responsibility 

assumed by stakeholders’ members.. 

XIevelopment ,., ‘. .. 
+ Used in a broad sense to apply to 

e:nvironment-economy linkages 

&rest Round Table on @stainable Devel&nent 
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Introdtiction, . . 

D uring the summer and fall of 1990, policies and actions for sustainable 
the National Round Table on the 

Environment and the Economy (NRTEE) 
development. 

consulted with the main national 

stakeholders in the Canadian forest 
The Forest Round Table held nine : 

two-day meetings from t991 to 1993, and 
sector to invite them to join in a round 

’ table’dialogue on sustainable 
has also included several field trips to 

development. The first Forest Round 
working forests across’canada to . . 

.. Table meeting took place in June,.l991;. 
ground-truth some of the principles under 

discussion. Special effort was made in 
John Houghton, a member of the the early meetings to alloti mutual 
National Round Table, and.Chairman of. confidence and respect’ to grow.among 
QUNO Corp. (formerly the Quebec and. 

Ontario Paper-Company), led the NRTEE 
stakeholders, so that progress made:was 

the result of full discussion. Members 
approach. Professor Hamish Kimmins of 

the University of’British Columbia.was 
published an interim report in 1992, 

invited to chair and facilitate the 
containing the principles they.had 

unanimously agreed on. .During 1993, 
meetings; Some 25 stakeho1de.r groups stakeholder organizations developed 
comprised a broad range of interests 

assembled to represent all of the vaiues 
action plans for support of the principles, 

and highlights of those plans are 
inherent in the forest. Participants agreed 

on; and workedtoward, three objectives: 
presented here. This-final report also 

includes a note on the Forest Round 

’ + Develop a common vision and 
Table process as it:developed over a 

principles for sustainable 
three year period, and the lessons 

development in Canada’s forests, 
learned from it. Lastly, members of the 

: Forest Round Table also undertook a ’ 

* Each stakeholder agency:to develop detailed debate onclearcutting and other 

action plans for its own contribution to harvesting methods, and a record of this 

sustainable development. 

#‘Recommendations to governments 

is published separately as one of the 

National Round Table’s working papers. 

and other jurisdictions with regard to :. 
. . 

: 
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The ch&enge for 

Canada is that,world, 

as well as Canadian, 

aspirations are being 

imposed on ouryorest 

resources because 

Canada owns a major 

portion. of the world b 

remainingforested 

lands. 

_ 

.Canada’s Forest Heritage 

F rests’dominate a significant portion .-having shaljed the cultural, spiritual and 

of Canada’s land mass, and serve socioTeconomic aspirations and 

environmental functions wiiich embody dependencies of those nations for ... 

values and opportunities for Canada and ‘centuries. 

the world. These functions are values of 

the first order -without their perpetuation, 
Forests are the outcome of natural-forces 

other values cease to exist. But 
at work over millennia, and pre-date 

traditionally, these functions have not 
human influence on the landscape. 

been valued; on the assumption they. 
Growing forests; like grasslands, 

were an ecoiogical given, an 
wetlands and tundra, function as-fixers of 

environmental unmeasurable..It is now 
atmospheric carboh for.our planet. 

Forests function as a water source for n 
recognized’that forest functions are the 

environmental underpinnings that support 
lakes, rivers and streams, capturing 

and. provide forest values as we currently 
precipitation from the air and controlling 

understand them. To abuse.them renders 
its release much like a sponge. About. 

ZO%,of the world’s fresh water flows from 
suspect our ability to follow a sustainable 

long-term p&h for forest resource use 
Canadian forested watersheds. Forests 

and enjoyment; to ignore them invites 
function -as habitat for wildlife, providing 

disaster. 
food, shelter, protection .and breeding 

opportunities. Forests act as local climate 

Canada is first and foremost a forest regulators, softening the blow of winter 

nation. The Canadian forest epitomizes and summer extremes as well as. 

the world’s perception of what Canada is cushioning the transitions.from one 

all about, The forest jndustry is by far the season to the other. Forests are soil 

largest contributor to Canada’s balance builders, contributing nutrients and 

of trade. With input from forest- humus through the annual growth cycles 

dependent tourism, recreational and of its flora and fauna; indeed, much of the 

subsistence industries, that contribution most productive agricultural land in 

grows everi’larger. Canada’s 453 mifli,on Canada is forest-originated. And finally, 

hectares of forested land accounts for forests.function as an indicator-of 

one tenth of all forests in the world. environmental health, alerting us to the 

Forests are the traditional home of the consequences of long-term direct or 

majority of Canada’s Aboriginal nations, indirect human activity. 

I 
4 Forest Romd Table on ,%dGmble Developme+ 
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The values Canadians associate with 

these forests and.the functions they serve 
past commitments, obligations and 

investment. Because Canada’s forests 

cover a broad range, from commercial are extensive and large-scale human 

/ harvesting -to personal inspiration and intervention inthem is relatively recent, 
satisfaction from conservation. Forests we have more options than many other 
are valued as a place,to work and live. ’ 

values also include tourism, benefits to 
nations. The challenge for Canada is that 

world, as well as Canadian, aspirations’ 
and.from wildlife (both plant and animal), -are being imposed on our.forest 
drinkable water supplies, cultural and resources because Canada owns a ‘major 
spiritual ,values, genetic diversity, and the 

many fibre:oriented values associated 
portion of the world’s remaining forested 

lands. 
with forest products. The sustainability of ‘. 

our forest-resources - fibre and non-fibre 
The Forest R,ound Table sought solutions, 

alike -weighs heavily not only on the 
directions and accommodations that 

future well-being of Canadians, but on the 
would respond to these sustainability, 

world itself. 
aspirations in a positive.and prompt 

manner. The’ Round Table benefited from 
Canada is now facing a challenge.as it. 

aspires to sustainable development and 
the active participation of ail stakeholder 

sectors. The frank and constructive 
to viable economic and employment articulation and discussion of views led to 
opportunities for Canadians. Within this a clearer vision of how our forests must 
context, public aspirations both within serve us and the world in’the years to . 
and outside Canada as to how our forest come.. The principles also served as the 
resources should be used have foci for the action plans undertaken by 
undergone rapid change in the past three the stakeholder groups participating in 
decades, frequently without regard to .the Forest Round Table. 

. 

‘. 

.’ 

1 

. 
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Prifitiples fo6Sustainable .’ 
‘. Develop@ent ‘. : 

Our vision is of healthy forest ecoqstkms that meet present and future human 

‘needs while sustaining other &forms and e&logical processes. 
. . 

1. Looking z&x the 2. Taking Care of people 
Environment .f .2,1 Public Awareness tind 

1 .I Ecosystem Integrity ln~olvement .’ 

All activities or-.-forested land should Public involvement .in-the forest policy, 

respect the intrinsic natural values of the planning-and decision processes is a 

forest environment and recognize the right, of which responsibility and 

need to protect the integrity of forest accountability are inherentcomponents. 

ecosystems. An aware, educated and informed public 

is essential for effective participation in 

I,.? ,Biodiversity these processes. To these ends the 

Biodiversity should be maintained within 
public has a right to.timely access to I 

thenatural range of variation that is 
relevant information. 

characteristic of boththe local ecosystem 2.2 Aboriginal R,ecognititin 
,andthe region. 

1.3 Global issues 
Forest management practices and policy 

must recognize and.make provision for 

Canada.should play a leadership role in 

its global responsibilities both in the way 

it manages its forests and in its 

contributions tothe sustainable 

development of forests world-wide. 
. 

the rights of Aboriginal people, reflecting ,’ 

their distinctive position and needs within 

‘Canadian society. 

2.3 Community and 
Cultural-Stability 

. 

,. The distinctive needs. of.forest-based 

communities and cultures are recognized 

as.a major component in the 
I 

sustainability of the forest, 

6 Forest Round Table on Sustainable Development ’ 



2.4’ Worker Health and 
Safety 

. 

The potential for zoning forest land for 

multiple us& dominant use and protectec 
. 

Worker health and safety must not be. 
areas. 

compromised in the sustainablk 

develqpment and use of .forest lands. 

2.5 Public Health and Safety 

Public health and safety must not be 

cpmpromised in,the &tainable 

developmtint and use bf forest la&. 

3.4 Economic Evaluation 

2.6.Confli.ct Resolution 

A comprehensive economic evaluation of 

the various options is an esskntiai p% of 

land-use decisions. 

Pr&es&.that recognize the inherent 

4. Managing -ResourCes 
.4.1 Recognitionof Multiple 

rights, a&ountabiNy, and responsibility of .’ 
Values 

the various &akeholders, and which Management of the forest will, recognize 

provide opportunity for meaningful the potential for sustainable development 

discussion within a mutually defined time of the full range of f&rest resources and 

frame, are vital to the resolution of conflict. values. 

. 
4.2 Tenure 

3. Land Use Forest lands should be managed under 

that combination of tenure-systems which 

3.1 Land Use Policies balances rights with responsibilities, 

. Land .use policies developed by the 
encourages stewardship, .optim/zes Yhe 

: ‘responsible jurisdictions are‘a necessary 
sustained suppiy of various values.from 

prerequisite to effective long-term 
forest lands, and contributes to fair and 

management of Canada’s forest land 
sustainable markets, and healthy 

base. 
communities. 

3.2 Protected Areas’ 4.3 Jurisdiction . ., 

Protected forest res&ves such as 
lt$erjurisdictional equivalency in 

ecoldgical areas, .natural areas, parks, 
legislative and regulatory controls will 

wildlife reseives, and wilderness areas 
reduce duplication and contradiction, 

are essential components of a l&d-use 
enhance competitiveness and promote 

strategy. 
sustainable development. 

3.3 Pubjic Latid Use atid .’ 
4.4 Regulating iand Use on 

Allocation Private .Forest Land 

The policies and processes foy‘allocating 
In cases where public’goals override 

use of public forests should consider: 
traditional property rights of priiate land 

owners,’ the owners must be fu!ly involved 

The productiv? capacity and v&es of the in planning such restrictions on land use 

land base and the ability of the land base 

to satisfy user needs and aspirations over 

as may be required,-in&ding the 
. provision of incentives or compen@bn 

time; - where appropriate. 
. . . 

. 
: , 
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, 4.5 Codes of Practice . society. Compensation and new 

Sustainability of forest lands and-forest 
economic development strategies for 

uses requires that those who use the 
dependent communities should be 

forest accept their obligations for its care 
inherent components of sustainable 

through the development, application and 
forestry 

reporting of user codes of practice 

covering all activities in the forest.. 
4.11 Competitiveness 
Marketsshould.operate as level playing 

4.6 Information Base. fields and reflect costs in a way which 

An adequate information base is essential 
promotes competitiveness without, 

damage to the sustainability of the 
to the sustainable development of’forest .. world,s forests., 

lands, and requ.ires current, appropriate 

and comparable inventories for all forest 4.12’ Protection. 
values. 

The potential impact of natural forces 

4.7 Research such as fire, insects and disease will be 

A significant and continuing commitment 
managed in.ways to enhance the 

to research, development, transfer and 

application of results is essential to the 

sustainability of forest lands and forest 

uses. 

4.8. Workforce Education 
Sustainability of forest lands and forest 

management objectives for the areas 

involved, using environmentally 

acceptabletechnoiogy. 

4.1.3..Definition of Terms 
Effective communication among forest 

stakeholders requires a commonset of 

definitions. 
uses requires broadly educated,and 

skilled work forces at the vocational, 

technical and professional levels with, 

continuing life-long education and. 
.Glossary Items ,. 

training. Ecosystem Integrity: Maintenance of the 

4.9 Economic and Policy 
dynamic ecological processes which 

constitute the interactions and feedback 

Instrtiments mechanisms over time and space among 

Economic health is.integral to the .’ individual species and.the physical 

sustainable development of forests. environment. 
: 

Economic and policy instruments should Ecbnomic atid Policy Instruments : 
be consistent with the sustainability of a 

full range of values from forest jands. 
.Economic instrumentsare those which 

allow regulated parties to consider.cost 

and benefits in the.ir responses to 
4.10 Shaied Responsibility regulations. Policy instruments cover the 

The costs of achieving sustainable range of laws, regulations and transfer 

development in the forest sector should payments used by governments. 

be shared by all sectors of Canadian 

: 
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;.’ For&i Round Ta.ble 
.Action P1h-E ‘. 

: 
.T he following excerpts from the full range of resources. Before any 

stakeholders’ actions plans represent forest management action, the resource 

the most current information received, but characteristics and ecological conditions 

do not necessarily represent a final 

version or the complete version of the 

and sensitivities must be .identified by 

qualified people to confirm or amend 

members’ action plans.or codes of 

practice: 

management prescriptions. 

The Otitario Forest Industries 

1. Looking.aft& the 
Environment. 

Association code states that forest 

policies and forest management activities 

must respect the diversity of life across 

the forest landscape, including the 

I. 1 Ecosystem Integrity 
genetic, species and ecosystem diversity 

which is essential to maintaining 

Miramichi Pulp and Paper recognizes 

that planning and forest practices must 

endeavour to protect the health and 

integrity of bur forest ecosystems over the. 

long term. The Fur Institute.of Canada 
promotes managed harvesting of 

ecological processes. For ‘example, road 

networks should be developed in’such a 

way as to minimize any impact on forest 

ecosystems and significant values. 

The Taskforce on the Churches and 

furbearers to maintain the ecosystem. ’ 
Corporate Responsibility stresses- that 

‘The Canadian F&aeration of 
all policies should ensure theprotection 

Prdfessional Foresters’ .As$oci&ons. 
. 

:of the integrity of the ecosystem.’ 

recognizes the forest as.a dynamic 
Weldtiood of Canada Limited will 

% 
ecosystem, comprised of water, soil, ‘. 

develop forest harvesting and 

plant and animal life. They understand 
reforestation plans that are most 

that fore&management involves’ 
appropriate to the ecosystems being 

decisions that affect this ecosystem, and 
mana,ged. The Canadian Pulp and 

that forest land and resources managed 
Paper Akociation’s (CPPA) member 

within ecological limits will balance 
companies are working toward. the 

stakeholder objectives to use and enjoy 
jmplementation of the following systems 

on all forest operations: forest ecosystem 

Forest-Round.Table on Sustaitiable Development 9 
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I mainten,ance and research and through research initiatives in integrated 

uriderstanding of forest ecosystem forest pest management. These include 

processes. i .’ the Biological Control Working Group, 
J - --,-> 

The Can.adian Wildlife Service’s (CWS). 
Biological Control of Competing Control of Competing 

National Wildlife Areas (NWAs) are 
-Vegetation Research network (BICOVER) I Research network (BICOVER) 

for biological control of weeds, and other ical control of weeds, and other 
managed in a fashion that respects 

ecosystem integrity. A number,of the 
research networks, a Forestry Practices networks, a Forestry Practices 

NWAs have forest components, and the . . 
Initiative and a Decision Support Systems rnd a Decision Support Systems 

CWS is committed to continuing to 
‘Initiative. The federal government also The federal government also 

manage these areas (and others that may 
supports research.through the : research.through the ’ 

be added to the system in the future) to 
federal-provincial-territorial forestry ovincial-territorial forestry 

ensure the integrity of the ecosystems 
agreements on ecological approaches to its on ecological approaches to 

involved;. this will be reflected in NWA 
forest pest management, as well as ;t management, as well as 

management plans. The CWS is 
through a Natural Resources Natural Resources 

- 

environment for its cultural and spiritual develop pest management-and IPM 

values,’ for the wildlife, fish, timber, and training programs for forest pest 

plants it produces, and forthe water managers and to establish a user-friendly 

whose flow and purity depend on it. ‘. ,national database on pest populations, 

NAFA views the forest as a whole and impacts, life history and management 

recognizes the interdependence of trees options with data on pesticide usage in 

and other values. forests. 
: 

The fed&al goyernkent proposes to 

sponsor, in cooperation witti its partners,- 
1.2 Bipdivekity 

a national conference in 1994 on Miramichi Pulp a@ Paper recognizes 

ecological tand classification.. Follow up the importance of maintaining different 

to the conference could include new site spe,cies of birds, trees., plants, fish, 

classificat/on research projects related to. wildlife, etc., The company will take . 

.’ the,model forests and a proposal to the 

Canadian Council of Forest Ministers 
(CGFM) to jmprove the links between 

ecological land classifications and 

inventories’and timber growth estimates. 

Research programs to study forest 

ecosystems such as the Boreal 

special care to protect this diversity. Ttie 

spatial arrangement of harvest blocks, 

over time will generally maintain the 

diversity of species that now exists in our. 

present forest. Also, identified distinctive 

areas such as deer wintering areas and 

stream reserves will receive special,. 

Ecosystem Atmosphere Study (BOREAS) management. The.Fur Institute of. 

will continue. Canada also supports biodiversity 

through,managed .tiarvesting of 
Natural ReSources Canad~‘sup@ts furbearers. 
research into the‘use of ecological 

approaches to pest management and The Cacadian Forestry Association 

new alternatives to chemical pesticides (CFA) devoted one special issue of its 

publication Forestry on the /-/I/ to the 

Fo.resk Round Table &-I Stistqinable Deyel&ment 

reviewing .existing management.plans for 
Canada/Natural Science and Engineering datural Science and Engineering 

NWAs to ensure conformity and greater 
Research Council of Canada industrial Council of Canada industrial 

clarity regarding ecosystem integrity. 
research partnership to support university partnership to support university 

research. To increase inform’ation and T- ‘--.-ease inform’ation and 

The Na?iontil Abo;ig&l Forestry technology transfer on integrated pest ;fer on integrated pest 

Association (NAFA) states that the management (IPM), the federal ? federal 

Aboriginal people depend on, the forest government proposes, by 1995, to. 



: subject of biodiversity and monocultures, .’ Wildlife Habitat Canada will evaluate 
presenting various opinions on the topic. applications ofindicatorsof biodiversity 

., by examining t’tie. need for designation 
t Through their Endangered Species . . ’ .! 

Program, the CtitxidiaryWildlife and’ methods for the protection of critical 
. . 

‘, Federation (CWF) has identified species 
wildlife habitat within forest landscapes. 

dependent on forests for habitat. .They Wildlife Habitat Caned&Jmpacts of 

are directly. involved in recovery plan 
Aspen. Forest Fragmentation on Boreal 

development for old:growth species such-:. 
Bir,d Communities in Northern Alberta is : 

asthe pine marten, marbted-murrelet and 
three-year research.project to monitor 

spotted-owls, and fol’the Vancouver 
populations of,forest birdsin areas also 

., 
.. 

Island marmot. As part of their .’ 
used for timber harvesting. The project 

commitment to this initiative, they have 
‘will also determine whether protected 

funded research for the recovery of ;, 
reserves are necessary to conserve bird 

marbled murrelet. 
. species and develop a strategy to 

The Can&an Nature Feheratidn (6NF) 
maintain their populations. Change3 in. 

in association with the CWS, and other 
: forest bird communities will be monitored 

after logging to determine reserve sizes 

’ ., ._. conservation organizationswill pursue 

. the extension into Canada of the 
needed to maintain biodiversity. Timber 

harvesting strategies will.then’ be .._ 
“Partners in Flight” program, which designed to maximize the effective area 
promotes the conservation of neotrapical forbirds after logging..‘Finally, the 
migratory birds, particularly those. 

dependent on forests. In partnership with 
research findings will be developed into a 

management plan for logging that will 
the CWS, the CNF will’initiate a three-year focus on retaining the diversity of. bird life 
program aimed at identifying. while remaining econo’mically feasible. 
invertebrates and plants at risk in . 

Canada, and implementing recovery The’CWS has been charged by the 

programs for the most endangered .. : 
Government of Canada to lead.the 

” 

species/habitats. ‘This ,will likely include a 
development of an implementation 

forest component. In partnershjp with the 
strategy (by November ‘1994) for 

Canadian Museum-of Nature. and 
Canada’s commitment under the 

Monarca, the’ CNF will develop an Conventian-on Biodiversity.’ To this end, .it 

international travelling exhibit on the 
isleading and coordinating federal and 

- provincial/territorial initiatives to meet. this 
monarch butterfly. This will.include 

obligation and deadline. . 
,.. : supporf for conservation activities.in 

Mexico kspromote sustainable forestry The’Canadian Pulp and Paper 
practices as a means of addressing the Association recognizes the need to 

-threats to the overwintering habitat of the conserve biological diversi,ty (biodiversity) 
butterfly. - a giobal issue requiring both national 

At Weldwood the‘biodiversity of forest and international cooperation and . . 

lands will be .piovided for by ensuring that I’ coordination~.The industry supports the 

representative stages of forest. 
international Convention-on Biodiversity 

succession alongwith the varieties of .- but stresses the need to set practical and- 

. . . piants; anim.als, and micro-organisms, .‘. realistic objectives and action plans. The 

are present ttiroughout each forest pulp and paper’industry takes seriously 
- 

biogeoclimatic zone. the responsibility of managing-the forest 
. . . 

._ . lands of .Canada to sustain their 

-biolog;cal resources .and productive’ 

.’ .. 
: 

‘. 

“This busin,es.y of. 

undtirstanding CaLh‘ :’ 

other is a lengthy 

: process, but coming to 

decisions by ,I, . . 

consensus among the. ’ 

stakehold& 

them&Ives may ind&d 

be the next step in a 

.p+&ipatov 

de&&racy. ” 
.‘, 

- J&n Houghtim 

i 
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capability, and iswilling to work with 

I others to do so through careful planning, conservation. Strategies and 

silvicultural prescriptions and forest opportunities for change to current trade 

.enewal programs appropriate.for each policy constraints to conservation e.g. 

ecosystem. through GATT; EEC, free trade, and : 

By November, 7994, the federal 
international conventions need to be 

government will develop a national 

identified, 

strategy supporting Canadasobligations ,The Canadiin Wildlife Service has 

under the 1992 Convention on managed a number of international 

Biodiversity including additionat research; portfolios for years, among-them the Latin 

the development of working def.initions American Program, agreements with 

and reporting on the state of biodiversity. Russia, the USA, the Western. 

Environment Ctirtada -is also ,’ Hemisphere Shorebird Reserve Network.. 

establishing a national ecological ., . (WHSRN), .Ramsar Convention,. etc. 

monitoring capability through a systernof Shared species - many of them forest 

regional ecological~science centres birds - drive several of these initiatives. 

repre$entat&of the range of ecological The CWS will continue to promote 

‘. 

I 

I 

habitat 

hiodiversity of Canada. The Canadian sustainable forest visions and principles 

Parks S&-vice; Canadian Heritage, is ’ -internationally. One example of this 

developing a system for reporting , commitment was CWS’s provision of-a 

indicators of ecological integrity for’ representative to..a USA-Russia-Canada 

national-parks.‘Atechnical committee of 1 conference (Philadelphia, June ‘93)‘to 

the Canadian Council of Forest 
Ministers is-deriving working defjnitions 

develop a. conservation aid proposal for .. 

Russia. Forest protected areas and 

of forest biodiversity, These .definitions will ecosystems were’s major focus of-these 

be used to,establish a’system for discussions. 

repdrting,natio.naliy on the state of forest’ 

biodiversity by December, 1995. A 
NAFA stresses that Canada will want to. 

workshop is proposed for 1995. on 
.carry a positive image forward from Rio 

oldLgrowth forests in Canada and around 
and the United Nations’ International : 

the world which will contribute to a better 
Aborig/nal Year.in .1993 by offering 

leadership examples in its sustainable 
understanding of old-growth forests and ’ 

their management. 
forestry-policies and programs, especia!ly 

those addressing forest, management on .’ 

I.3 Global Issues ‘, lands of Aboriginal people. Consequently, 

Miramichi ,Puip &d-Paper strives to gain 
NAFA argues that the time is ripe for 

recognition, internally and externally, as a 

caring, people-oriented and competitive 

organiration that i’s credibie and 

accountable as a good steward of the 

eiiviro’n~ment. 

The Fur lnsti&te of Canada has an 

international compohent that presents the 

Canadian fur .indust.ry situation abroad. 

Wildlife.Habitat danada.supp&ts an 

assessment of the impact of current 

international, national and provincial 

Aboriginal-people to develop their own 

forest strategy and argue for its 

acceptance before-the critical bodies.that . 

advise the government. Aboriginal people 

must grasp the opportunities that present 

themselves and make presentations with 

firm recommendations to all these bodies 

to make sure that their aspirations and 

rights are incorporated in Canada’s 

international policies. 

For the CPPA, it is essential that the 

public, both nationally and internationally,, 

Forest Round Table’on &stainable Development 
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: 

be informed of the qual/ty of industry’s coordinating foresttyry‘assistance through 

stewardship of public forest land its active participation.ih the Forestry 

entrusted to it. Industry proposes that 
_’ 

Advisers Group and in the 

provinces coordinate periodic. 

independent audits of forest 

implementation of National Forests 

_. 
:. 

management performance as a means of 

Programs. The’ International. Development 

measuring .a& reporting the quality of 

Research Centre stimulates and supports 

.’ stewardship. Canadian forest fire control 

indigenously determined research by 

technology is world class, and. has tiad 

developing countries-for their own benefit, 

often with Canadian -partners, in a wide 

great success in reducing damage Its range of areas including agroforestry, 

further development and increased use resource evaluation, bamboo and rattan . 

. must remain a high priority. This x products and combatting deforestation, 

. . -technotogy is an important contribution.. .One of the newest CIDA initiatives is the 

that Canada’dan make to resource. 

I * protection throughout the world. 

Centre .for.lntemational Forestry, Research. 

Canada took a leading role in formujating ’ 
: 

and negotiating the UNCED Forest 23akitig Care’of People 
. Principles during.the two year preparatory 

process and the UNCED conference 
.’ 2.3 Public Awareness and 

Involvement , 
itself. Canadacontinues to press actively 

for internationajly accepted principles and ‘At Miramichi Pulp and Paper public 

standards. of forest management in a ‘* tours are conducted .annually on . 

variety of international fora, such as the 1 woodlands operations. Community 

Organization for Economic Cooperation forestry meetings are held annually 

and Development and the United Nations 

’ Food and Agriculture Organization and 

throughout the region. Special~‘classroom~ 

visits and field tours-are designed for 

has pressed for an international forest. students and teachers. Company forestry 

convention. Canada has also taken the ‘. experience is shared with the 10,000 

lead in research by selecting three private woodlot owners in the’region. 

international model forests as an 
For the Fur Institute of Canada an 

expansion to the Canadian. network. 

Natural Resources .Canada has ’ 

aware, educated and informed publid‘is 

.’ essential for effective participation in the 
.. conducted research into various aspects forest policy, planning’and 

of the role of.forests in maintaining a decision-making processes. Both forest 

healthy global environment. The Boreal operators and the public have a tight to 

Forest Transect Study is Natural benefit’from. the forest. Th.e Fur Institute 

-Resources Canada’s principle climate of Canada supports the upgrading of 

change program which will contribute to. trappers and the education of t.he general 

the Northern Biosp-here Observation and public regarding the use of furbearing 

Modelling Study (NBIOME)I ‘. animals. _, 

Through theCatiadian International The Canadjan Federation & 
Developinknt Agency (Cl-DA), Canada Prbfessib-tal Foresters’ Assocjatiok 
has been a very i,mportant donor in.. 1 agrees to prdvide‘factual andaccurate 

sustainable forest development. Annual information to advancepublic knowledge 

commitments tiave averaged $100 million 

to programs in Asia,.Africa and Latin. 

and understanding of forest policies,, the 

practice of forestry and its function in 

America.. .ClDA has played a &ad role in- society. 

. 

. 

. 

- 

‘., 
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“The discussion went “The discussion went 

along and’ lead to a along and’ lead to a 

knockYdowu, drag-out knockYdowu, drag-out 

fight on herbicides -. fight on herbicides -. 

probably the.best . probably the.best . 

exchauge ofviews on exchauge ofviews on . . 

that subject that I have that subject that I have 

-se&. Everyone took off -se&. Everyone took off 

their gloves.. Evevone their gloves.. Evevone 

took turns talking and’ took turns talking and’ 

listening. ” .. listening. ” .. 

- J&~b’Neill ,’ 

. . . 

‘.. 

: 

, 

The Ontario Fore& .lnd+stries. education; school programs and 

Association promotes an open process contests; and Nationat Forest Week. 

which provides the information.to 

evaluate performance against objectives 
The Canabian Wildlife Federation 
continues .to promote the protection of 

and ensures accountability to the public. 

This can be accomplished by providing 
forest habitats.th.rough education 

.. 
’ 

interested groups an’d indivjduals with 
programs. Supporting a school tree 

information to contribute.effectively to 
planting ‘program.has enabled the CWF 

. _ 

llanriing, and by encouraging and 
to put back what it takes from our forests. 

aciltating early public participation in the. 
The federation estimates that it uses the 

levelopment of timber management 

jlans. Employing a variety of 

ommunication techniques, including 

equivalent of 4,060 trees e’ach year-in ; 

. .paper. Accordingly in 1992, it donated .- 

sufficient funds for publicschooj students 

lublic tours where possible, will also 
I in Windsor, Ontario, to plant’4,OOO black 

femonstrate’openness and foster 
spruce seedlings a1ong.a biking and : 

Tcreased understanding of the industry. 
hiking trail. In 1993, the CWF plans to 

_ -fund the’planting of three times as many 

-0; Canadian Forestry Association has trees. as part of a reforestation program in 

I mandate to provide balanced pu.blic. Saskatchewan. This jncrease.takes into’ 

:ducation/information. Rather than account the survival rate of the vulnerable ~ 

Iromote -a ppsition on a, particular forest ..’ seedlings, The CNF will-continue to bring 

ssue, the CFA attempts to assist others forest issues to the attention of its. 

n formulating their position by providing a members, decision makers, and the 

variety of informed opinions on’subjects general public, through-the pages of . 

If controversy. To this end the CFA Nature Canada and Nature Al&t. 

>u.blishes a series of special. issues of its ’ 

oublication Forestry on f/-k Hill, . 
: The CqnadiarvPu!p and Paper 

addressing subjects such as clearcutting, 
Association supports productive public 

involvement in forest management ‘. . 
_rse of forest herbicides, biodiversity and 

?-ronocuttures, old growth forests; forest 
pfanning and is moving toward.this 

‘through the active involvement of 
dildfires, and protected areas: Each 

special issue provid,es twenty to thirty 
stakeholder groups in the planning 

perspectives on the subject. Over 10,000 ‘. 
process. This has begun in some 

of these publications have been 
provinces and is growing. It will result in ‘. 

better management, public -- ., 
distributed across the country to opinion 

leaders, decision makers, and.educators: 
understanding and trust. Activities include 

: 
The CFA has organized threelnational 

public tours of woodlands operations to. 
.’ show the public what is going on and 

EDUFOR (forestry education) interpretative facilities and other 

conferences for school-teachers and. \ 
-. 

information programs. 

other-forest educators, exposin,g them to,‘ Wildlife Habitat Canada pjans to‘ 
the state of the art in programs and 

techniques : 
prepare fact-based discussion papers 

,and provide funds for workshops on 

As well the CFA, nationally and through forest ,management issues such as : 

its nin.e member Provincial Forestry clearcutting, oid’growth$ forest 

Associations, maintains.its iong-standjng regeneration and herbicides. The 

I programs in public education including organization aims to promote ‘a better 

wildfire prevention, woodlot,management understanding of the diversity of foreats .’ .’ 

and forest landscapes across Canada, -. 

j- 
. . 

‘. 
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and also through the publication of articles, press 

development of communications 
I 

releases and speeches. Thjs’will also 

strategies for forest conservation . serve to inform Aboriginal people about 
programs. Wildlife Habitat Canada’s .’ opportunities in the forest sector and. to 

MacPhail Woods’Ecological Forestry promote.forestry awareness and , 

Project is a five year commitment to education in First Nations communities. 
. 

I. maintain and restore the natural ,’ 

environment of MacPhail Woo&, 

demonstrating and promoting examples 

.2.2 Aboriginal Rekcjnition 

.of forest stewardship and’wildlife 
The Fur Institute of Canada supports 

enhancement, fostering environmental ‘. 
‘.Aboriginal programs and has Aboriginal 

representatives. The Ontario For&? 
awareness and education and ,’ 

encouraging. community involvement 
.. Industries Association accepts that 

through workshops and plantings.. 
._ -Aboriginal values are explicit components 

of the forest environment, The Ontario 

The Forest Stewardship Code-of the.. : Forest Industries Association resolves to 

Council of Forest Industries of British ” be a major factor in the resolution of 

Columbia (COFI) promotes open Aboriginal. issues as they apply to forest 

communication and understand.ing management, and a proponent of ‘I 

between forest users and the cooperative ventures with Aboriginal 

public. Coil also supports initiatives groups. ’ 

such as the Seymour Demonstration 

Forest which serve to’educate and inform 
The Takkforce ‘on the Churches and. 
Corporate Responsibility supportsthe * 

the urban public. about integrated. 1 

resource management., 
right of Aboriginal people to their 

. . traditional lifestyle.and a just future. The 

The Canadian Wildlife Service Taskforce entered into dialogue with 
. . 

undertakes research on forest birds. Canadian’ Pacjfic .Forests Products to 

Annual bird ‘count&f by encourage their participation in the 

non-government groups assist the CWS resolution of .disputed Aboriginal land. : 

immeasurably in monitoring.these birds.’ : rights, at, Barriere.Lake in buebec. The : 

.Feedba.ck to this survey ensures that. Taskforce resdurced a workshop for the 

volunteers remain aware of the Western Canadian conferences of the 

importance of their contribution and the .’ United Church on the issues of harvesting 

ways in wtiich their information is being practices and Aboriginal concerns. 

used. The CWS will contjnue to develop ., Wildlife Habitat Canada-encourages 

“ and provide publications and other opportunities for local and native 

information documentsthat will assist communities and community-based .. 
., 

Canadians in better understanding their ,wildlife groups to participate in . 

w/ldlife legacy.. Forest-related-species : .. cooperative projects for habitat ~ 

and habitats are a major component of conservation., 

this awareness program-. The CWS, will 

continue to work closely with the‘ 
Through COFI, a British Columbia Forest 

. . 
Canadian Forestry Service and others in 

Industry Native Affairs Task Force tias 

the delivery of forest/wildlife messages 
..been established.which supports the 

during National Wildlife Week and . 
settlementof native land claims tfirou’gh 

National Forest Week. .’ 
negotiations which meet the economic, 

environmental and social needs of all. 

NAFAwill bring Aboriginal forest British Columbi’ans. . . 

management interests to public attention ; ” 

. 
* 

: 
“” 
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In May, 1.993 after.two years-of ‘. 

egotiatidns the CWF and three other 

rou& signed the Memorandum-of, forest-based economy.. . 

Inderstariding on Treat? India! Wildlife 

)evelopments, a dpcument designed to, 
As pai of its implementation of the Native : 

‘. 
sn&re fhe jbint man,ag$ment,bf’. 

agenda priorities, articulated by the Prime 

Minister-in’september, 1990, the federal’ 
iaskatchewan’s wildlife. It is based on 

;e principle that conservatioti’is integral 
government is examir$g .a number of 

3 the survival. of indian and non-tndian 
ways that Aborigitial people,can increase 

n 
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jeople. The agreement affirms Aboriginal 

)eoples’ itiherent-right to.hunt ahd fish,for 

;ubsist&ce,. btit it also recognizes an 

lrgenf need to conserve wildlife and its 

labitaf. The federation hd@ that othei 

)roi/inces and Indian nations will consider 

:reating similar memorandums of 
.Northern Development of the key. 

lndqstandirig regarding wildlife 
elements of NAFA’s AboriginalIForestry ; 

:onserVation. 
Strategy.. . . __ : . 

VAFA states that as the origirial owners. 2.3 Cqmmunify and : 

If this land, Aborigin&~h&ve a iight t6 be .Cultural Stability - 
Tear&in hoi the forests are managed The Fur institute of Canada will maintain ._ 

ind to.exp&t a continuing livelihood frbm its’status as hatiesters of forest 
:he for&t and the resources it provides. resources and provide stabitity to small : 
NAFA works to ensure a forest ‘, communiies..The Taskforce on the- .. 
management process and structure that Church& and Corporate 
allows full Aboriginal participation imforest 

n%&gement ana planning, and 
Resp&&bility sti~ports ifiitiatives to 

.ensu;e thelong-te;m viability of 
reqognizes and protects special communiti& that are dependent on forest . ‘. 
Aboriginal cultural, social, spiciJual and employrhent. Wildlife HabitatCanada 
heritage values placed on o.ur forests. encourages oppqrtunities for ldcal and 

The federal government has supported 
native communities and community- 

forestry on Aboriginal lands both through 
based wildlife groups to participqte’in 

the,f+eral-provincial cooperative forestry 
cooperative projects for. habitat 

agreements, and Ihrough a.‘sta?d-alone 
conservation. 

_- 
regional develdpment program in NAFA supports the.proposed.Foiest 
Quebec. Between, 1992 and 1996, federal Lands and ResOurc& Act to provide a. 
stipport for Abor/ginal f&&y programs 

is estimated at $19.6 tiillio~. Since the 
framework. for First Nations to manage 

their own forest resourcesin accordance ‘, 
Aboriginal Business Developmetit 

Program was launched iti 1989, Industry 
‘with’community.ne,eds and their own 

Canada has coritr@uted more than $12 
v&&s using modern sustainable 

. 

support of Aboriginal business 

opportunities particularly in a 

.the. management and use df forest 

resburces to increase self-reliance and 

‘more efficient management of Aboriginal ‘. : 

larids. This coincides.‘with the’ 

examination by-Natuial Resources 
Canada and Indian Affairs and 

milli& toward 19O’business projects in 
development practices. For the CPPA, 
sensit&ity and’ responsiveness to . . . 

foiestry, lagging and related iridustries. In community concerns regarding forest 
the longer term,:the federal government practjces i$ an important issue in forest 

‘, will.review w’ith the provinces and management decisions. 

L territories opportunities for coordinating 
: 

: 

existinQ mechan’isms and services in : 
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2;4 Worker Health and 

i 
! 
1 

Safety ,‘. frame. These processes are vital to the 

.’ 
The Fur @titute of C&had& provides. 

resolution.of conflict. The Fur Institute is 

leadership in the use of safe and humane 
.willing.to participate in processes to 

equipment for fur harvesters. For the 
resolve conflict. The Ontario Forest. 

Ontario Forest Industries Associqtion 
Industries bksociat6.n su.pports the 

health .andsafety are priorities in all. 
development of communications, 

partnerships and methods through which 
operations and activities. This can be . . issues may be resolved in an effective’ 
achieved by ensuring that adequate 

safety equipment is available at all. 
and timely manner. 

‘, :. 

facilities and operations, and that The Canadian For&try Assocjation has 

emptoyees are trained.in the use of this taken a leadership role-in conflict 

equipment as well .as in’ first aid practices. resolution by organizing, in partnership 
. 

Mistakes-should be reported in a timely .with .other government and 

manner to ensure that environmental non-government agencies, ‘national 

protection .arid. worker and public safety ENVIROFOR dialogues. ENVIRoFORs 1 

are.not compromised. provide a structured forum for those with 

The CPPA commits itself to’excellence in 
diverse and often opposing views to 

sustained yield forestry and. 
~communiceitetheir concerns, in an effort 

to remove some of the-barriers to 
environmental management, and wilt 

conduct its business in a responsible 
communicationand help resolve conflict 

manner designed to protect the 
and reduce polarization. The CFA assists 

its provinciat forestry.associations-in 
environment and the.health and safety of 

employees, customers, and the public. . 
.organizing provincial-level ENVlROFORs. 

2.5 Public Meatth,q& Safety 
Wildlife Habitat Canada supports the 

development of forums to foster 

.’ The Fur Ivstitute of Canada encourages 
understanding and achieve consensus 

’ fur harvesters to warn the public that they 
on forest management practices among 

are in, an active trapping area and is 
forest stakeholders. COFI Ijarficipates in 

against any pollutionof water-and air by 
a number of processes‘which have been 

the forest industry. The Canadian established to provide opportunity for 

Federation of Professional Foresters’ conflict resolution among a variety of 

Associations encourages members to 
stakeholders. These processes ,include: 

have proper regard in all their work for:the . . 
the Commission on Resources.and 

safety, health-and welfare of the public, 
Environ’ment, .a..Forest Land-Use Liaison 

-The Ontario. Forest lndqstrjes ’ Committee and multi-stakeholder working 

‘, -.groups on pulp and paper regulations. Association supports informing the 

public of the timing and location of their 

operations, so that-public safety is not 
The Canadian Wildlife Service will 

continue to promote the need for 
. endangered. stakeholder dialogues.‘as a necessary 

,-2.6. Conf!ict Resolut.ion 
component in conflict resolution. The 

CWS will actively promote the National 

.The Fwlnstitcte of Canada supports Round,Tabte aijproach to consensus 

processes that recognize the inherent building; A presentation was recently 

rights, accountability, and respon&bility of made to the Madawaska Highlands 

the various stakeholders, and which, Steering Committee led by the Ontario 

provide opportunity for meaningful Ministry of Natural Reso.urces. L 

‘!Etich one pf us .went to 

the. table thinking that : 

we had.sotiething to 

teach. I think we all ‘. 

now know that we had 

sotiethgng to learn. ‘I . 

- Claiie Dansereau - Claiie Dansereau 

I 

-_ 

: 
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The CPPA reg.ards resolving conflicting “For NkFA the overall objective of the ’ 

vie& as a critical part of the process. Aboriginal .Forest Strategy is to guide 

Public participation in planning . Aboriginal people.in their efforts to 

encourages interested .individuals to 

contribute to.management decisions by 

protect, conserve, manage, and.obtain 
: 

maximum-benefits from forest lands, both .‘. 

creating a forum to express their view.s. It.. .on-and off reserves, in perpetuity- 

provides a mechan@n for open, two-,way 

communic&ionamong stakeholders. The 37 ProteciecfAreas 
Canadian pulp and-paper industry is 

committed to exercising its forest 
A 1994 edition of the Canadian Forestry. 

.,. . Associatidn’s forestry or-:the Hill will 
planning responsibilities4n meaningful address the subject of protected areas. 
consultation with other forest users and This will be followed by the second ‘. 
with communities. national ENVIROFOR, whose theme will 

be Protected Areas, Forest Conservation 

and Healthy Communities~ln 1993, the. 

3. Land Use Canadian W.ildiife Federatiqn. adopted a ’ 
. 

3.1 Land-Use-P6lki:es 
policy statement‘on pld-growth,forests.: 

The document calls for the development 

Wildlife Habitat Canada encourages the ofprotected areas to provide habitat for : 

incorporation of ‘habitat conservation wildlife dependent on old-growth forests 

objectives into both long and short-term and increased conservation of mature :. 

forest planning .by supporting.projects forests inareasdesignated-for use by 

that enable both foresters and the public industry. The CWF recently distributed’, ‘1 

..the document to governments for to experiment with-alternative forest . . 

landscapes. Members of the forest ‘,. comment. 

community should also be. encouraged to ‘. The Canadian Nature Federation., 
develop-landscape management. 

objectives as well as standards and 
strongly supports fhe establishment and 

targets to meet these objectives. COFI: .’ 
.maintenance of protected’forest reserves. 

has developed a document titled 
The CNF will make its natural areas 

“T0wards.a Land Use Strategy for British 
coordinafor ava.ilabie to the Canadian 
For&try Service to provide advice and .’ 

Columbia” which provides a framework -input in the developmentof a,national 
within which society’s use of land and 

‘natural resources can belbalanced with 
network of forest ecological reserves. 

conservation of the environment. 
Ttie CNF participated in the government’s 

.public review of its national parks policy. : 

The Canadian Wildlife Service will It called for stronger provisions for 

promote, review and advise on land use managing the parks on an ecosystem : 

policies’as a basis for effective long-term basis; for protecting biodiversity, for a ” ., . 

management’of.Canada’s land base. The stronger wilderness mana@ment 

CWS will &crease its wetlands and water emphasis, and’for more provisions to . 

policy inventories and,mpnitoring in the prevent the continuing .loss- of national’ : 

forest land base to facilitate improved parklands to incremental development. 

resource use decisions by.forest The CNF also called on the federal 

stakeholders CWSwill promote and : government.to meet its obligations to 

support the implementation of the Federal protect the national parks designated .: 

’ Policy on Land Use on federal lands World Heritage Sites under the UNESCO ., 

_’ ‘. World Heritage Convention. In 

submissions to the Fourth World’ . 



Congress on National Parks in Caracas, 

the federal park policy review, and an 

international.conference on World 

Reserve system and completion of the 

Provincial Park system, and supports 

Heritage Sites at the University of ‘related researcti projects. Based on its 

Waterloo, the CNF made specific present knowledge of the forest resource 

recommendations,on how.Canada.must 
: 

stop the neglect of present World 
and the needs of’society, the CPPA. can 

begin the process to evaluate, 

.Heritage Sites and nominate more recommend, establish, and comptete a 

locations. The CNF successfully lobbied plan for parks, wilderness areas and 

the federal government to release its 

action plan to complete the national park 

other types of reserves. Particularly, . 

old-growth forests. do have special value 

system by the year 2000. It also supports 

efforts to establish the Aulavjk, Wager 

and appropriate areasof aid-growth. 

Bay, Bluenose, Churn Creek and Hautes 

forest should be set aside to preserve 

Gorges national parks. 

these.values. These. reserved areas can 

take the form of parks, ecological 
. 

The vast forests of Canada already 
reserves and de facto wilderness areas. 

contain a significant number of protected Canada’s &hnment, Wildlife and 
areas which conserve representative, 

unique or critical landscapes and 

Parks Ministers signed “A Statement of 

‘.. Commitment to Complete Canada’s 

habitats. .Wilderness values associated Networks of Protected Areas” on 

with remote areas are-also common in 

these forest regions. Canada’s forest 

November 25;,1,992, under which the 

Ministers agreed to work toward 
,: 

birds, both .migrator-y and resident;are completing the network by the year 2000. 
dependent on healthy and diverse forests The federal government will continue to 

for their continued existence, The. 

Canadian Wildlife-Service places high 

priority on these species through : 

establish,protected areas as part of 

Canada’s network including the national 

parks,system and Protected Wildlife 

acquisitions, land-use agreements, poiicy Areas. Canada is aiming to.complete the 

commitments and environmentally national parks system by 2000 to include 
friendly land-use practices. Wildlife needs 

assessments will be accelerated to assist 

representat&areas of all the Canadian 

decision makers.in forest land allocation. 

l?arks Servi&e’s natural regio’ns. Natural 
Resources Canada has developed a 

processes. “forest ecological reserves” initiative and a. 

The CWS is working closely with .th.e 
strategic plan under the -Partners in ’ 

Canadian Forestry Service, ‘State of the 
Sustainable Development of Forests 

Environment keporti’ng (SOER) Branch 
.program. Work is-also underway to 

incorporate information in the “National 
. and others in gap.and risk analyses for 

forested areas, to determine remaining 
Conservation Area Data Base” on forest 

needs and opportun.ities for protecting” 
ecosystem diversity protected by 

critical forest ecosystems. The CWS is 
ecolbgical reserves. 

finalGig selection cr.iteria for National . . 
‘Wildlife Areas that will articulate the 

3 3 public ca,.,b use and 
. 

rationale forarea selection (and 
Allocation . , 

: 
rejection), providing increased guidance According to the ‘Canadian Federation 

and consistency to protection-oriented of Professional Foresters’ Assobiation, 

programs,. including those in forested planning horizons must be sufficient to 

environments. consider and gauge the long-term effects 

: 

of all management prescriptions and 
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“We were neither each 

other8 critics nor 

.,loi/ers. We fought . 

untruth. We didti ‘t need : 
to be loved’by ei&yone. 

FE enjoyed our greater 

efficiencp created by 

putting all of our cards 

on the table. We looked 

at the facts 

cdurageously, and we 

avoided too many 

illusions. ” 

-Lois Coibett 8 . 
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.-.. ::.:. I activities. The Fur Institute.of Canada : 

acknowledges the. right of other users; ,. 
4.&4&@ng. Resources ., -. 

- 

1. 

however, if maintains the special status of 

legal right by th.e legislated fur 

management- ficences. All’forest land 

could ultimately be zoned to. brovide.. 

three categories in a CPPA management 

.- 4.1. Racognitioh of nhltipk 
kalues, :. ; 

~UIGII rtyorar!u~ I U,I 

’ ‘----3s’ Associationd, ’ 

I mosaic: 
1 of land and 

._ 

I 
4 , vyv.-.‘ --- .--. __, .-.der all the functions 

For the Can+- r-A,,,+:,, .d 

Professional iwrwilt 
the folanned allocatior 
rmnl w-cm t-h 1st ‘&t-A 

* reserved areas - set aside for parks, . of the forest, .Integrated.forest resource 

ecological reserves, wildlife preserves, management,. m.ultjple product harvesting 

etc; and &Section of public values are 

Miyamichi Pulp and -Paper’s 

1 

i’ 

+. integrated forest management areas 

.where wil.dfife habitat, recreational and, 
fundamental .principles of forest ‘. ‘. .; 

aesthetic values, water quality, the 
management. Multiple’use of-the forest 

‘. 

needs of other users and timber, 
by all the people with whom the 

production are,managed in .integr.ated 

resources &shared, and’sustaining and 

increasing future forest yields are the. : 

fashion;. company’s objectives. Miramichi. has . 

+ timber emphasis areas.- where .‘i 
.agreed to meet. annually, or more often; 

.. timber values take precedence, but 
with other user groups includ.ing~fish, . . 

other‘values, such as fish and wildlife,. 
tifdlifel recreationand environmental 

are incorporated-inforest plans. 
groups. Thepurpose is to develop 

r,elationships and understanding that will 

enhance cooperation between the. .. ’ 
The: CqPJ also.assists governments in 

the development of policies and forest 
.company.and other user groups who 

land. tenure systems which wilt promote 
share the public forest. All users are 

good forest land management, 
expected to share responsibility for safety, 

fire preventjon and keeping the forest .’ .. 
opportunities for public use and 

enjoymentof the forest, a secure, high 
clean, The Ftir’lnstitute of Canada .. .. 

quality, economic timbersupply and a 
recognizes the equal value of non-fibre 

and fibre industries. 
satisfactory returnon invest.ment. ’ : 

I 

Miramichi Pulp and Paper.\Nill complete The forest environment comprises a 

identification of unique natu’ral areas on I broad array of social .as well as .ecologicaf 

Crown I,icences.and-areas to be values; all’of which form the basis of 

developed for public enjoyment. :. sound forest management practices’for 

.the Ontafio .Forest Industries 

3.4 Econbmk, Evaluation .j Association. Timber management plans 

The Fur Institute of Canada states that . 
must encompass the. range of economic, 

there must be a comprehensive 
-. biological ‘and social values placed on 

economic evaluation ,of the various 
the forest resource. 

options in the development of any . . Wildlife Habitat Canada supports the 

land-use decision. incorporation of habitat conservation 

objectives into both long and short term . 

forest planning as well as projects that ” 

.enable forestersand’the .public to 

: 

experiment with alternative forest 
: . landscapes, At COFI the Forest 

z/j.. :” :;: .:, Forest Round Table on Sustainable Developmqt 
‘. ,. 

,.. 
. 
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Stewardship Cod.e iecognizes that In 1993, the Canadian Wildlife ” 
integrated resource management 

planning is an essential component fc+ 
Federation completed. a dodument 

entitled. “The Effects of Fprest 
suStainable development. Management Practiceson W.ildlife”. The 

The Canadian Wildlife Servick is a 
report w&s widely distributed to 

%ong proponent of.i&egrated resource 
gov&nments and- industry and contained 

.’ management, &d will continue tq 
recommendations on how forests c&Id 

practice and promote this approach in its 
be managed to reduce negatiie,/mpacts 

wildtife programs. ‘The &LS is leading the 
:on wildlife. ihe document was presented 

development of an implementation 
tit the lnternatjonal Union, of, Game 

Bjologi.%$s meeting in ‘Halifax in August, 
strategy fbr Canada.under the 

Convention on Biodiv&L.sity which, by 
1993, and has since’been included in a. 

.’ 

design,-will .accommodate the multiple 
text on.integrated resource.managemet$ 

values of the forest. 
.at S’ault College, $ult.Ste.-Marie. 

The federal government-has signed nine 
In the development of’forest management 

,agreements to establish a network of 
.pl-dns and in the conduct. of’forest 

Model Forests covering six .millio.n 
management operations, weldwood.will 

hectares across the country. Model ‘-. 
incorporate current-gu’idelines and 

forests will be a primary vehicle for 
t@chniques for integrated resource. 

.’ : transfeiring new technologies for forest 
management to ensure that other 

manage.ment that respect the : 
.r&ou?ce v&es and s.ociety’s interests. in 

char&eristics of f6rest ecosystems and 
. them are.properly respected. The’Model 

the diverse values that forests off&.-’ 
Forest project was awarded to the. 

42Tenure .. -. 
Weldwood operation at Hinton, Alb&t& 

This forest is organized under the Green’ 

Woodlands operations on Crown lands-- .’ 
Plan of the federal governm&J atid 

are.subject to all the laws and ieg&tions 
.amonb other things is dedicated to 

of the province of New &unstiick. Ail- 
integlated resource management. 

forest p;actjces of; the Miramichi: Ptilp 
.Wildlife Habitat Canada is involved with 

and Paper Company are subjeeft6, 
the Nationa’l Forest Strategy outlined in 

government insljections,prior to the start 
“Sustainable Forests: A Canadian 

up 6f each operation and ~ecj&ly~durihg 
Commitment”. One of the eompohents.c$ 

: operations on each management block. ,. 
this involvemerit is to design progr-ams to 

Mir6michi’s goal is to meet and do. better ‘. 
achieve the objectives of thestrategy, 

than t.he require,!-&& of governmeht 
&peci‘ally in the areas of, landscape 

.. regulation on Crown land and on the 
managemeni, c&pot-ate tind private 

company’s private &odtots: Each 
stewardshi’@. 

: 

spring, prior to oper$jons Starting up; , NAFA puts forth the following view: were 

r each lbgging and forestry crew is Aboriginal people to manage the forests., 

included ,in disdussions‘tiith professional @y would take all. these valu&into 

forestry sta! from both the Miramichi Pulp. account.. In today5 terms, they would.ti 

and Paper Company and the government td practice integrated resource 

to determine.ways-to improve Crown land 

‘operations. This is done- annually in 

management, or holistic management, on 

.a sustainable basis by integrating 

: commu?itj/ drew meetings thioughdut the 

‘region. .’ 

concepts of traditional,Aboriginal 

.economies with sustainable reso&ce 

management theories. NAFA is I. 

I 

‘.I. 
,, 

. 
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” I never sat iat a table 

before with a group like 

this. I thought the 

possibility of agreeivtg 

on anything was 

absolufely remote.’ But 

I’Mz really pioud of 

these principles and 

what we agreed &t.” 1 

- 30~ O’Neill 

. 

cb&ributing Aboriginal perspectives to ‘. innovative-approaches to enhancing. 

national and ‘regional institutibns that habitat cons&vation, such as trapper 

influence policies of governtients and’ disturbance funds. Wildlife Habitat’s Deer .: 

industry. Examples include the Canadian Winter Yard Retentio? Program is 

Council of Forestry Ministeis, the NRTEE,, de$.igned.to cqnsetie and enhance more _ .” . . 

provincial round tables, the CPPA, the than 2,330 km of critical white-tailed deer ., 

Ontario Fo(est Industry.Association, etc. ‘wintering habitat on private lands;. t 

The CPPA’6 comptinies will manage and 
focusing on 78 deer yards of at least fiie 

protect forest resources under their 
km in size. The,main object&s are to.. 

stewardship for multiple use and .. 
‘maintain coniferous stands for winter. ,‘. : 

sustained yield. lntegI&d forest 
shelter, promote rejuvenation of .. 

resource management and state oi the 
coniferous stands and to make private 

art forestry practices play a major role in 
woodlot owners aware of the potential 

establishing and maintaining a healthy ,’ 
wildlife habitat ol! their properties. Land 

forest environment. 
own&s are off&red financial incentives to -: . 

devel6p a?d implement five-year , 

413 Jurisdktion management plans. Silvicultural : 

treatments are used tihich enhance or 
The Fur Institute of Canada believes that. maintain critical habitat for deer and other 
federal-provincial-duplic?tion and overlap 

in regulation is inefficient.. A si@e, 
wildlife species on-their property.. 

mutually agreed equivalency The federal. go~ekment, through the 

arrangement is required. Wildlife Habitat federal-provincial fqrestry agreements 

Canada supports the assessment of the’ and direct federal regionai cievelopment 

impact of current international, national programs, has provided considerable 

and provincial.forest policies on wildlife support to enhance the management of 

’ habitat conservation: private forest lands in Canada. in 

addition, the Minister of Natural :- 

4.4.Regulating Land Use on Res,ources igitiated a nationat Private 

.Private Forest Land.. Woo@? Owher Advisory Commit& to 
: 

The Ta&force on the Churches- and 
adiise $ depa’rtmental priorities and 

Corporate’Responsibility encourages 
prdgrams, related to. private land : 

the coiporate sector to’recogniie their : 
forestry. The Canadian Forestry Service; 

social and environmental obligations. .’ 
runs Silvilog demo&tratiotis which take 

Canadian chtiiches have offered 
,- place roughly every two years to 

demonstrate n&w equipmerit and 
continuous support to the’ Lubicoh Lake ., 

Cree Band’s request that forest 
techniqu& in small &aledor&try as well 

haNeBting cease within their ‘traditional 
as Silvilog conferences. : 

. : 

band’s land claim is settled. The general 

homeland in northexn Alberta until the’ ‘. 4.5 Codes of Practice 

policy,of member churches is that, . 
The Fur Institute of Canada code of 

resource development on unsurrendered 
ethics inGludes respect for people, 

lands shbuld not .proceed until land respect for environment, and respect for 

claims have been settled, qr the’terms of 
animals. The Cana@& Federation of . 

development.negotiaied with the native 
.Profe&ional Foresters’ Associations 
has developed a.c6de which is endorsed 

people concerned. 

Wildlife HAbitat Canada calls for-the 
by all the professional forester’ 

.+sociationS of Canada and by the 
examination of opportunities for ., Canadian Institute of Forestry. Each 

22 Forest kound Table on Sustainable Development 
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association wili incorporate these ethics association wili incorporate these ethics Taskforce participated in the Conference Taskforce participated in the Conference 

into their own’codesand promo&their into their own’codesand promo&their on Security Seminar of..Experts on the.’ on Security Seminar of..Experts on the.’ 

adoption by forestry professionals who Sustainable Development of Boreal and 

are.not bound by the codes of a’ Temperate Forests as.a member of the 

prdfessional association or thecanadian Canadian delegation in .order to further 

Institute of Forestry.. Any-activities that are the.di&ussion of social and economic 

.Contr&y to the code must be reviewed. 

‘. .:with,the employee responsible, and. if ‘. 

criteria as they related to codes of 

practice for theforesf’industry. : 

unresolved, reported to the provincjal- ‘. 
: 

association or other appropriate’authority. 
,In late 1992, the Taskforce initiated a 

: Forest management must provide for t.he 
dialogue with.Fletcher Chatlenge Canada 

protection and monitoring of,alt forest 
Ltd. and Abitibi-Price Inc. on the subject 

. 
resources. .. 

of environmental reporting. Management 

.meetings were held with both companies. 
. . The Ontario Fat-est Irrdugries ’ A shareholder proposal was filed with 

Assckiatidn, established codes of Fletcher Challenge and later withdrawn. 

practice that encourage all related Both companies ultimately agreed to 

companies to. develop company-specific I ” produce annual environmental reports. 

: operating procedures based on this Taskforce representatives attended and 

code. This commitment should be .’ spoke at-the annuafmeetings of ‘both 

renewed annually and employees must companies. 

be encouraged tom report activities that are 
At Weldwood; British Columbia 

out of compliance with these codes of 

practice, while ensuring that no one is 
operations have signed on to the forest 

‘penalized for reporting. As well, the 
Alliance poticies and commitments. The 

Ontario Forest Industries Association 
Alberta operafions have signed on to the. 

supports the idea that independent audits 
Alberta Forest ProductsAssooiation .. 

of companies’ forest management 
Forest Care,Codes. Ontario operations 

have signed on to the codes of the 
practices should be made available. to the 

public. . . ~’ . . 
Cntario ‘Forest tndustries Association. To .. 

The Taskforce on ihe ‘Churches and 
ensure commitment to these codes ;of. : 

: 
practice, Weldwood has agreed to 

Corporate Responsibility’s actions. ,provide continuous education for their 

focus on the sipplication of social and employees and contractors. A complete 

envircnmental criterialto. business and.’ audit process has been set up and all of’ 

investment decisions in the forest sector. Weldwood’s forest operatipns heve nqw 

To this end they hosted a consultation of ., had their first audit, A review of that 
investment decision makers on The Role 

.. process has been completed and 

of Envi<onmetital Reports in investment j revisions have been incorporated’into the 

Decision Making; > process for 1994: .The CPPA supports the 
. . 

The Teskforce also served .as a judge in 
policy &regular revjews of forest 

the environmental reporting categqv of 
management~practices,with the aim of 

the Financial Post Antyal Report Awards- 
assessing compliance with existing 

1993,‘sponsored by the Canadian, 
codes of practice: I. .’ 

, . . . . 
lnstituteof Chartered Accountants. As Wildlife Habitat Can?& encourages. 

part of this, process the Taskforce members of theforest community to. 

developed criteria for the evaluation of develop landscape management 

environmental reporting based on the objectives shd to develop’ standards and 
needs .of institutional investors.. The targets to meet the&objectives. The 

: :’ 
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actions &ken tb iniprore the data.base. : 
The target date for completion is March,. 

1994. 
The Ontario For&t Industries 

, 

‘Association iS participating.in the . . + 

4.6 Information :Btise development bf a data base to.facilit&e 

the-preparation of effective timber ’ 
Starting in 1991, pursuant to the . 

Deparfment of Fo@Q Actj,the federal 
management plans and.assist in 

government has publish& an annual ’ 
pe.rformance. evaluation. 

-. 
report OF the state of Canada’s forests. LV/ldlife Habitat Canada supports and 

Also, the Compe@ium of Canadian promotes critical anal@% of thevalue of ., 

Fore&y Statisistics 1991, the first public indicator species ano other ecological 

. 

document “Towards a Forest Stewardship .infdrmation product from the National . . 

Code” reflects (=OFlls vision of a Forest’ Forest@ Database Program, was 

Practices Code:The forest industry ’ released in June].;1 992, as a CCFM 
believes a Forest Practices Code is publication. In addition, an initial set of 

necessari/ to rebuild public and forest national indicators of sustainable forest 

product consumer confidence in the. management, developed .by a. 

management. of. British ColumQia’s for&t federal-pro\rincial working group, was 

r+sources. The forestLincWtry believes published in the 199,-i State of Canada’s 

the, Code.wiil be credible only if 

perfofmance assessment’s are conducted 

Forests report. The federal government ‘. 

will‘contribute toward enhancing the 

by auditors undei contract to the Minister- .CCFM National Forest Database 

of Forests and independent of the B.C. Program and cont.ribute.to the public ’ 

Forest Service. The performance I eValu$ion of progress t,oward. 

assess’ments are consistent with the. implemen~tition of the National Forest 

recent decision tg lise independent Strategy. By the end of March 1994; a 

auditing for ‘goverriment practjces, such strtitegic plan will be developed for ’ 

as the Small Business Fprest Enterprise improving the NationaLForest Database, 

Progra?. with the provinces and territ&ies. In 

addition, in 1994., ,a.set of.,vational 
NAFA calls ior assi$tance to First Nations 

in implementing reasonable resource 
indicators on sustainable forest 

management standards:A First Nations 
management a@ a plan to provide the 

Fo&y Code will be devejoped to guide 
required data will be avail,able. As well,. 

preparation of forest management plans. 1 
Environment Can’ada will devklop ~ 

Once forest management plans are 
indicators on forest disturbance as part of 

its-State of ttie E.nvironment Indicator 
adopted by Band bylaw, First Nations 

would be eligible for assistance programs 
Bulletin Series. 

arid +&If-awihorized to is&e Forest Use The Fur Institute of Canada has 

Pern-iits. ,’ expressed willingn&s to assist with any 

Chaired, by, Natural Resources Canida,- 
data collection process’that involves .. 

an inte.rdepartmental working group of 
animals ahd tlieir habitat: The Canadian 

representatives from,feberal depa&?ients 
Federation of Profksional Forksters’ . . 

that administer federal lands has begun 
Associationi states that information 

work on a code of practice that will be 
used in integrated resource management 

measurable and designed to ensure the 
must be the best and most 

sustaihable managemerit of federal 
comprehensive’available, time-and cost 

forests:‘.?he group will coh,sult with 
constraints considered. Information 

affected interests in developing the code. 
deficiencies must be identified and -. 

. 
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parameters as toots to parameters as toots to monitor the health monitor the health 

. . 

. 

The Cknadi& Federation 6f 
of forested lands&pee. tt also ” 

encourages habitat specialists to identify 

Professional For&ters’ AsSociations 
supports the promotion of research, 

environmental indicators through the. technical development, and 

National Habitat Workshop and State of ‘communication to improve understanding 

the Environment Reporting process., .of the forest environment and its 

Wildlife Habitat danada’s Manitoba management. Forestry professionals 
: 

Forestry/VVildlife Management Program is must challenge themselves and 

a five-year project which aims to 

determine the essential components and..’ 

continuously seek opportunities to . 

innovate and improve the practice of 

distribution of selected forest wildlife forestry. The Ontario Forest Industrje’s 
habitats, to integrate data into the Associtition would like to increase their 

provincial forest inventory system, and to . 

develop and implement new‘forest 

support for research and development 

-management planning tools and 

,programs and promote their application, 

. . leading to the continual improvement of 

procedures.. Major objectives of t.his forest management plans and practices. ’ 

: project include conducting wildlife habitat 

inventories for incorporation into 
The Canadian Nature Federation will 

Manitoba’s Forest Management 
continue.to serve on the, Forest,ry 

Geographic Information Survey (GIS). 
Research Advisory Council of.Canada, 

and will contribute to the development of 

The Canadian Wildlife Set-v@ 
recognizes its obli’gation to develo,p and .’ 

the Canadian Forestry Service’s science 

and technology agenda through this 

majntain adequate information on process In.i.992, the.CNF became a ‘. 
migratory birds.in the forest. The CWS will’ partner in the Foothills Model .Forest in 

.continue and enhance its songbird. Hinton, Alberta. The CNF is represented 

.monitoring and research programs, etc. on the Partners Advisory Committee.and 

Birdquest and the Rinker Lake research 

‘. initiatives are conducted in concert with. 

is provjding input on a.number of 

research projects proposed for the model. 

its forest stakeholder paitn.ers: NAFA will forest, particularly those related to wildlife, 

work to establish a First Nations forest 

resource data base and to.develop’ 

wildlife habitat, and pr0tected.area.s. 

. 

“Th.e Round Table is a 
. 

process of 

self-e&cati& that. . 

resul& in increasingly 

cla$ed understanding’ 

of the positions and 

vietis of all parties, 

which in- turn helps 

greatly to overcome the 

conjlict that results 

from poor ‘. 

.computer links to government information 
W&ldtiood will support research 

.systems. The CPPA supports the use of 
programs including demonstration 

forest ecosystem classification systems 
projects that will lead to increased yield 

as the basis for choosing’ silviculture 
from ,managed forests the generation of 

systems and plannjng for reforestation. 
value added.producfs and protection of 

the environment. Weldwoob was 

4.7 Res.eari=ti ,’ awarded to the Model Forest at Hinton, 

‘Alberta. There is a large component of 
Miramibhi-Pulp and Paper will work at this modelforest funding dedicated to 

j achieving -sustainable use and ‘values of research. Wilblife.Haditat Canada 
resources by encouraging innovation, 

research and development through a 
supports fhe advancement of applkad 

working environment that is open to new 

ideas and positive change..The Fur 

science in the field of wildlife habitat 

conservation for forested landscapes, It 

.’ ln$itute~of Canada also spends a large 
also pr.omotes and funds innovative. 

portion-of its -budget on research for ’ 
research on habit.at.conservation through 

better equipment and techniques. 
continued support to the foundation’s 

research and scholarship programs. . 

Forest Round Table on Sustainable Development 
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training sessions 

working to improvetheir understanding of, for the fish/forestry/wifdlife guidelines. 

the connect.ions between different CPPA companies will promote 

elements of the forest.environment. They environmental awareness amongst. 

acknowledge the need for more research employees and the public,. and train. 

to improve .knotiledge of all.aspects-of . . ,employees in their environmental 
:. 

forest functions and management. The responsibilities t ‘. -, 

CPPA will continue to advance the 
_ 

frontiers of knotiledge in environmental 
NAFA, would’like to contribute to 

protection through the support of 
programs which..determine the education 

scientific research and, as appropriate, 
and training requirements for Aboriginal 

apply such knowledge at its facilities. 
employment throughout the forest sector. 

At the same time ‘more Aboriginal people 

The greatest concentration pf Canada’s should be encouraged, to .become *. ‘. 

forest research remains in the fed&al. professional and technical foresters,. 

govekpment. The government also natural,resource manage&business 

supports science and technology in leaders and workers in all aspects’of the 

industry and universities through grants forest sector and -provided with the 

and contributions, contracts and Centres appropriate education by obtaining. 

of. Excellence networks, Applied research improved funding forsuch projects. 

and development (R&D)-and technology ‘. 

transfer components of the 
The Ontario Forest lridustries 

federal-provincial- territorial forestry, 
Assoqiatioq believes that an educated, 

_ 
agreements will account for more than 

infQrm,ed and skilled workforce results-in 

$50 million between. 1992 and -1996. Two 
efficient and effective forest management 

forestry-related networks, successfully 
practices. In order to promote this,, 

established-tiithjn the.nettiork of Centres 
companies should ensure that ., 

of Excellence Program, focus on insect 
employees~are~adequately trained, fully 

biotechnology and pulp and paper R&D, 
informed of operational requirements, . 

‘led by Queen’s University and PAPRICAN, 
and’have the equipment necessary to .. 

respecfitiely. As. ti&ll, multi-agency’ 
engage properly intheir.workl Employees 

scientific networks were established in. 
.should also be encouraged,to continue 

biotechnology for insect control (Biqcide, 
training and education programs to 

’ 

and Microbio,net) an’d in climate 
increase their contribution to the. 

’ 

change/forest ecology (BOREAS). 
maintenance of, a healthy forest 

Natural Resources Canada is 

: environment 

.’ . . _ 

developing, in consultation with other The Assobiation of University Forestry . 
science organizations, a National Forest ‘” Schobls (AUFSC) will hold a national : 

Science and Technology Agenda.dealing ; symposium in 1994,.with participat.ion 

vl/ith. a full range of forest research issues. from AUFSC,, fhe Canadian Federation of 

Also, Natural Resources Canadawill Professional Foresters’ Associations, the 

examine.impediments to increased .. Canadian Forestry Accreditation Board, 

investment. in forestry research in and major employer groups. Other 

Canada,’ ‘.‘Y ._ groups with’a major interest in forestry 

4.8 Workfoh E&cation 
education will participate,. Th.e purpose of 

the symposium will. beto initiate the ’ ..’ 

C&l supports and encourages life-long .process of adapting the national forestry 

education and training’at the vocational, .accreditation.pro$am to the evolving . . 

technical and professional levels through societal expectations of .professional : 

. . . .-. 
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foresters. The’Forestry.Round Table Columb[a’s wood products industries. 

principl.es and the National-Forest : Based on the results of these ‘studies, 

Strategy will be useful in guiding the ‘and if requested by industry, labour and 

discussions. As an outcome,of the 

symposium,‘the fore&yschools will 

the provinces, the federal government will 

consider suppor-trng the establishment’.of 

assess the degree to which existing a sector training councilto oversee the 

forestry programs satisfy the Forestry implementatidn of. the study 
, Round’Table principles and the evolving recommendations. The development of 

requirements for professional’ 

accreditation. This could result in,a publjc 

national training and apprenticeship, and 

perhaps natio,nal certification initiatives for 

rep.orton the state of forestry education in 

Canada.. 

tf-ie forest sector could result frot-nthese 

studies. In support of an examination of 
., 

.Miramichi Pulp and Paper will research 
the feasibility of national certification for 

-and then request~goverr-ment funding’be 
sllviculture workers, a compendium of 

made available for upgrading, training 
existing programs and standards will be 

.’ released iri June ,994 .I 

and retraining. Miramichi will offer a road 

construction course designed for 

. . ( ” . ’ 

equipment operators, foremen,, 
49,Ecqnomic and,Policy : 

contractors and staff. Cost competitive ,., 
lnstrumerydk 

protectionof the environment and’ The Cgnadian Wildlife Service 

sustainable forestry ,practices will’ be the recognizes the Forest Accord as a 

. 

- focus of the.course. A fquriday classroom strategic direction’for Canada that is 

session and five to seven week field .’ complement&ry to forest wildlife .’ ’ 

follow-up:will be conducted for all skidder concerns: ltwili continue tosupport and 

crews. The focus of these sessions will be promote this accord nationally and 

sustainable forest practice and prqtection internationally. The CWS will report its 

of the,environment. actions under this. accord’on an anhual 

The Canadian Forest& &sbciation ’ 
basis. The ‘CWS wjlfidentjfy the values of 

holds-annual Woodlot Extensjon 
forest wildlife to Canadians-via 

^ ‘. 

Specialist.Seminars which serve, as -a rare 
socio-economic analyses in corice,n with 

networking opportunity for those who. 
Statistics Canada and the provinces. The 

work with woodlot owners L personnel 
CWS is implementing its forest habitat 

from federal and provincial governments, 
obfigationsunder Canada’s Wildlife Poticy. 

. 

associations, marketing boards, group The CPPA.will work with governments in. 

ventures and’ “groupements”, and forest the development of. regulations and 

. industry staff -all those who ,have an standards based.on sound, economically 

. interest in‘educating woodlot owners in ‘. ; achievable technologies., and the analysis 

good forest management. : .. of environmental impact. The Fur. 

ihe federal govet-nment has joined with 
kstiilite of Canada. desires a process for 

industry, labour and. provincial 
compensation to the fur management 

-. 

governments, to undertake, under the 
area users by the forest users that reduce 

Sector Study Program of Human 
furbearer habitat. 

Resources Canada.and kabqur ‘: ; 
Canada, forecasts of training and 

4.10 Shared Responsibility 

employment needs in the forest sector.- To 
Wildlife Habitat Canada hopes to * 

date; studies ,have been completed for 
expand‘the support for, and development 

Canada’s pu.lp and paper and British 
of, activities undertaken in forest I 

..’ ‘. 
.’ 
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“We can ‘t just-sit and 

listen to what other 

peopk have to say and 

hope to change their 

minds. We have to allor 

otir minds to be 

changed by the process 

welre in. I’ 

- Claire Dansereau 

; 

Development Program (COMDP) and’ stewardship programs in all provinces by 

exploring additional opportunities for 

Pore& Resource Development 

Cooperative Industrial and Market. ” : 
~ Development Program (CIMDP),, the 

1 Agreement.ahd Green Plan fund.ing for federal government contributes to growth 

stewardship programs. They also . . in the wood:products sector. 

encourage the expansion of pilot projects , 

into adjacent areas and province-wide 
Natural Resources Canada and Industry 

Canada will continue to work with the 
programs. NAFA asks that recognition be 

given that.FirSt Nations opting into.new 
forest industry to’address 

forestry legislation will require access to 
competitiveness issues by:supporting a 

adequate financial and technical. : 
series of studies to establish and 

benchmark cost information and other 
resources to exercisetheir jurisdiction.. 

cornpet&% factors. These factors.will. 

The Fur institute if Canada states that allow Canadian forest products firms to 

the costs of achieving sustainable compare their performance against the. : 
. 

development in the forest sector are. world’s most competitive producers. In . 

shared by all sectorsof Canadian society. addition a.number of agreements have ., 

Compensation and new economic been signed with leading forest industry 

development strategies for dependent. research performers for support under v 
communities areinherent principles of the Forest Industry R&D and Innovation 

sustainable forestry. Program of Industry Canada. The federal 

government’s Environmental 
4.11 Competitiyeness ,. Technologies rZommercialization Program 

The CPPA maintains that integrated of Industry Canada and Enyironhent 

resource management of the forest can Canada will -help to demonstrate 

support a healthy, world.competitive advanced environ.mental technologies. 

,Canadian forest industryand provide the Trade initiatives will,a!so support the- 

many benefits that Canadians seek industry’s efforts to preserve and develop 

through integrated ,resource competitiveness for Canadian forest. 

management. The’ Fur InStititute of. products,- including efforts to ensure: 

Canada supports the concept that fur market access in-Europe by.providing 

harvesters compete on an international accurate information on the state of forest 

.market. : management in Canada. 

As part of its Prosperity Initiative, the .&I 2 Protection 
federal government responded to the 

recommendations of the Forest Sector 
The Canadian Pulp and Paper: 

Advisory Council, outlining key areas 
Associatibn has developed policy 

statements on protecting the forest from .. 
where the government will work with 

industry to promote long-term 
insect infestation, fire, .acid rai.n and air 

competitiveness. The federal government 
pollution: They believe that all users of 

is a signifjcant contributor to forest 
Canada’s forests have a role to play in : 

industry research and is actively pursuing‘ 
preventing,’ reporting and controlling wild 

improved market access for the forest 
.fires. Intensifying forest protection 

measures to combat fires, disease and 
industry at multilateral and bilateral 

negotiations. In partnership with industry 
insect infestations Will help ensure a 

and the provinces through programs of 
healthy forest. Long-term reduction of . 

Industry Canada, such as the 
,. forest losses due to insect infestation can 

Cooperative Overseas Market. . ._ 
be accomplished through integrated pest- 

management programs. Such programs ‘. . . 
. ‘. 
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require a balanced application of jorest The Canadian Fore&y Asso&ation$ 
planning,. silvicglture practices, .and insect Smokey Bear wildfire prevention pl;ogram 

, infestation cont@‘methobs. More. is a vital component of forest 
specifically, the proper and judicious use management it--Canada. The Smokey 

.o;f, biological and chemical insecticides Bear symbol is recogniied ir,%ernationally 
for control ar,e alsd indispensable. as a fire prevention-symboI,‘and now 
elemenfs of an integrated pest ‘exerts influence in nine provinces and 
management program. one territory. Wiidlife Habitat Canada’s 

.Wecdwood will manage forests under its 
Impacts of Fires on Habitat.project will 

jurisdiction, in cooperation with other, 
-determine the effects of wild fires. ori 

users, to pr$&them from fire, bis&se, 
wildlife habitat thrdugh. the use of. 

insects. and wind. Salvage of dam@ged : 
indicator species. Theproject wi!l 

timber will be a priority. Judicious use of- 
integrate fire history information and 

chemical pesticides and alternate 
: wildlife population‘ information: The 

methods of pest and.weed control will be 
. &ological relationship between wildlife‘ 

-’ 1 .-consistent with-the principles of their 
indicator species and their p&t-fire 

Forest ‘Stev\jardship Poiicy. The. Canadian 
environment will be documented. The 

Wildlife Federation also continues ta 
results of the fire history assessment and 

encourage the minimization of pesticide 
ecological ‘rel&ionship studies will ,be 

and herbicide use by th’e forest industry. 
.,used to-develop a territorial forest fire 

The CWF has parti@pated,in t!e 
protection “strategy and forest 

restructuring of the’pesticide Registration 
management plans, including the’ 

:Revieti process and continues to provide 
potential use of prescribed fire to ]mprove 

iqpuf to and monitor federal revi&ws of 

wildlife habitat. 
. 

: the registration sfatus of pesticides, such The Canadian Federation of 
as fenitrothion.“. Professional Foresters’ Associqtions 

supports the conserv&ion of the forest 
‘The Ontario Forest ‘Industries 
Associtition advises the use-of pioven, 

environm&nt, its it-otection from harmful 
i 

regjstered chemical herbicides, but only 
agents, the attainment of,its optimum 

‘. in absence of effective and economical 
productive capability, and the 

altern&ives. Companies are also asked 
perpetuation.and enhancement of its 

to cooperate with and assist government ’ 
utility.and value to society. Forests must 

ggencies in the detectidn and monitoring 
be protected from wildfire, insects a;d 

disease by the most appropritite,.’ 
of disease arid .insect infestations, to ” 

ensure that potential risks are known. 
economic, a?d environmentally 

acceptable method. 
Memberswill conduct their.operations in : . 

a manner which minimizes the risk of 

starting.f/res, as well as cooperate with 

4 1.3 Definiiibn of Terhs 
. 

-and assist government agencies in the Wildlife Habitat Canada supports 

promoting 9 common, easily understood detection, monitoring and suppression of 

forest fires.. Tt-ie Fur Institute of Canada terminology within the forest community 

&courages fur harvesters td practise that reflects’.an ecological approach to 

safe fire protection, and Ije the eyes a?d land managemer$ The Fur Insfitufe of’ 

ears to monito;:other.problems in the Canada agrees that a standard: 

forest. . termihology is necessaiy. 
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.e ,T National Round Table,was set up first meetjng’a program committee drawn 

by the Prime Minister in .1989, and : from mem.beis was also set up to plan : 

took a,decision early in 1990 to agendas. 

encourage sectors of the Canadian 

economy to undertake dialogues on , 
:, 

sustainable development, The N.RTEE FieldVjcitc -. .. ‘. -., 

secretariat was asked to cohsult with all 

the main national stakeholders during 
SeveraI part&pants 

1990 to-engage their commitment to join 
about forest I--. .-’ 

in a dialogue wifh each other on the 
their ownand, as a 

sustainabfe development of the forest 
committee b- ‘.-.- I- 
..,_“,,:__ ~rrrh 

sector. 
:. 

wanted to learnmore 

-ISSUES in-regions.other than 

result, the program 

iegari 10 plan site visits to : 

wUI nII Iy !ulests. Among those visited 

were:Hinton Alberta, the Carmanah Valiey .: 

With the preliminary help of a small ; on Vancouver Is,fand, Timmins Ontario, 
steering committee drawn from. the Miramichi region.of-New Brunswick, 
stakeholder organ@tions, the NRTEi ,and Ontario’s Hafiburton Highlands. It 
had invited a university forestry professor, soon became-apparent that these visits: ~ 
Hamish .Kimmins, to chair the first were invaluable, even essential,.to 
meeting. The NRTEE facilitation team building understanding among group 
consisted of professor ,Kimmins, Steve ‘members. Some of fhe best exchange.of 
Thompson from the Secrefanat, and views ‘and closest bonding came ‘when 
NRTEE member John Houghton. Steve ,. the day’s agenda was blown right off ” : 

, Thompson acted as secretary and track by an-impromptu debate sparked 
convener to the group, ,John Houghton, by something we saw. 

‘who was also CEO of the Quebec and ‘. 

Ontario Paper Company (now QLJNO), I 
During. a November field visit to ’ 

represented the mjssjon and leadership 
Vancouver Island, the group spent a rainy 

of. the NRTEE, and Hamish Kimmins : 
weekend in a schoolf bus examining. . . 

chaired the meetings themselves. This 
‘clearcuts and of&growth forest around 

facilitation “troika” wes perhaps unusual, 
Cowichan, Lake. and the Carmanah Valley. 

but functioned well as a team. After. the ’ 
The following morning, members spoke 

1 :‘. 

’ . 
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of their reaction to what- they had seen;’ Asecond issue dealt with land use and 

and during that half-hour all experienced 

such a profound shared emotion that 

allocation. Principle 3.3 considers the 

productivecapacity and values of the 
tears sprang to the eyes of many of the land base and the ability of the land base 

. participants. As one member. 

‘subsequently commented: “This trip has 

to satisfy user needs and aspirations over 

time; and the potential forzoning forest 

influenced my thinking. The.dramatic field land for multiple use: dominant use and. 

trip and observations by various protected areas. While there was much 

individuals . . . have convinced me that we debate on trade-offs in land allocation, 

could play a pivotal role over the next few -the group was.not able to reach a more 

months.” concrete resolution of the issue at a 

national level. Much of the issue .is 

Main Issues” 
site-specific, and more suited to regional 

discussions. 

If there was one issue which caused ‘The paragraphs below outline the 

deep debate, it was the issue of the highlights of the process and the lessons 

degree of public involvement in forest learned. Five participants,then report on 

planning and operations. Principle 2.1 on the process as seen through their eyes. 

Public Awareness and Involvement states: An abridged set of minutes is reproduced 

Public involvemenf in the forest policy, 
as an appendix. 

” 
planning and decision prpc&sses.is a 
right, of w&h responsibility and 
accountatiility are inherent Guiding Principles 
components. An aware, ,educated and for Consensus Decision 
,informed public is essential for 
effective’pakicipatioti in these 

Making 
processes; To these ends the public .’ Round Tables across Canada have been 

has a right to timely access to relevant- involved over recent years in a wide 

information. range of stakeholder groups similar’to the 

Wh.ile all agreed that’publjc. input was 
Forest Round Table. They.have recently 

compiled the lessons learned from it and 
.essential, the point &t which operational 

situations might pre-empt agreed plans 
other initiatives into a s&t of 10 general 

was not clearly defined. Some 

stakeholders pointed to. the vast 

impracticality of sticking to remotely 

principles, and these 10 are used. as a 

framework for analysis with. hindsight of 

the Forest Round Table process. 

drawn-up plans, while others questioned 

past decisions made in the name of 

PMNCIPLE 1 - Purp& Driven: 

People ‘need a reason to .. 
practicality. The words of the principles 

belie the intense debate behind them and 
participate in the process. 

perhaps the real value for stakeholders -The parties should have a common 

lay in having the debate as a means of concern and believe that a’consensus.. 

increasing their own mutual. .process offers-the best opportunity for 

unberstanding. addressing it: Business, government,.. 

non-governmental organizations, and 

.f 

: 

’ BUIFDING CONSENSUS FOf?A SUSTAINABLE FUTURE. 1993, available from the NRTEE and provincial 
Round Tables. 
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“This trip has- 

influenced my thinking. 

’ . The dramatic field trip 

‘and observations by 

varibus individuals . . . 

have convinced me that 

we could play a pivotal 

role over the next few 

months.” 

. . 

Ither groups can apply consensus In order to achieve as wide an input as 

)rocesses to a wide range of situations possible, the NRTEE opted to invite 

nctuding planning’and policy associationg and other interest groups to 

development, and regulation, licensing, the table, rather than deal directly with 

and site specific developmentl forest companies.-Associations wo.uld in 

Wany organizations had not heard of the 
turn be able-to influence all their 

VRTEE, and those who had were 
members, though by a more indirect 

suspicious that it wanted to take too 
route. Several groups were invited to 

strong a role in the forest sector. One or 
participate, and the members present,at- 

itio expressed amazement that they 
the first meeting also .made suggestions 

should be asked to sit down with their 
,-for additions. One or.two groups 

“enemies”: Inclusion of government. 
declined, but some 24 groups agreed to 

departments raised a question as to the 
f3articipate in at least a first meeting. ’ 

interface between the sort of consensus 

process envisaged by the NRTEE, and 

the parliamentary process upon which 

Representatives of two forest companies 

were included in the group to bring an . . 

operating perspective to the table. . 

Canada is based. During this period the 

NRTEE learned that the Canaditin Council 

PMNCIPLE 3 _ &luniaV 

of Forest Ministers (CCFM) was planning 
Participation: The parties Whq 

to hold ,a set of consultations in 1991 and, .. 
are affected OF interested, 

1992, leading to an update of its Nationat 
participate voluntarily. 

Forest Strategy. As a result of much‘ The strength-of.a consensus process . 

discussion the NRTEE scheduled its own flows from its voluntary nature. All parties 

operations to complement those of must be supportive of the process and 

CCFr\jl: and to report progress to the willing t.0 invest the time necessary to 

Congress planned by CCFM for March, make it work. The possible departure of . . 

1992. Many interest groups were ,any key participant presses all parties to 

suffering from fatigue in the long struggle ensure that the process fairly : 

over Canada’sforosts and begged for incorporates all interests. A consensus 

respite, but all agreed that further efforts process may complement other, 

were needed. processes. It asks the parties to make 

their best efforts to address issues. 

.PRlNClPLE 2 - Inclkivc riot- through consensus. If that process fails, 

Exclusive: All parties with a participants are free to pursue other 

significant interest in the issues .. avenues. 

should be involved in the 
consensus process. ’ PRINCIPLE 4 - Self Design: The 

Care needs to .be taken to identify and. 
parties design the consensus 

involve all parties tiith a significant 
process. 

interest in the outcome. This includes All parties must have an equal _ 

those parties affected by any agreement opportunity to participate in designing the 

that may be reached, those needed to process, There is no single consensus 

successfully implement it, or who’ could process, each must be designed to meet 

und.ermine it jf not included in the und.ermine it jf not included in the 

,process. It is sometimes appropriate for ,process. It is sometimes appropriate for 

those representing similar interests to those representing similar interests to 

form a caucus or coalition. form a caucus or coalition. 

the circumstances and needs of the the circumstances and needs of the 

specific situation. It is important to take specific situation. It is important to take 

time at the beginning.to: time at the beginning.to: 
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‘4 define the issues clearly; .’ 
suggested that, to save time, the NRTEE 

shoukf declare its hidden agenda, so that 

$ assess the suitability of a consensus they would have something to consider. 

process for each issue - as opposed The NRTEE did propose a possible 

-to other decision making processes; process to follow, and this was adopted 

on the‘secpnd day, along .with a first cut 

+ clarify roles and responsibilities for at the set df issues to be dealt with by the 

everyone involved; : group, and an agreement to meet.again. 

# establish the-ground rules for PRINCIPLE 5 
operating. 

- Flexibility: 
Flexibility should be designed 

Advice from those who had trodden this 
into the process. 

road suggested that it was imperative to It is impossible to anticipate everything in 

establish ground,rules at the outset on a consensusprocess. By designing 

such questions as how conflict would be flexibility into the process, participants. 

handled, who would talk to the press can anticipate and better handle change 

how would information be shared etc. ~ when it faces them.. A consensus process 

Some ground rules were indeed set at the involves learningfrom the perspectives of 

first meeting,, but members generally did all .participants: Feedback must, 

not know each other or the coming therefore, be continually,incorporated into 

discussions well enough to build a the. process. The initial design may evolve 

definitive list. As a result, time-outs were as the parties become more familiar with 

frequently introduced ,in su.bsequent the issues, the process, and each other. 

meetings to deal with new situations - 

mostly concerning meeting attendance. 
The. group agreed to operate by 

The group strongly recommended that 
conseris&, definedas an outcome which 

every effort be made to ensure 
everyone could live\Nith, even if it was not 

attendance and continuing commitment 
seen as ideal from any one point of view. 

of all who had agreed.to fjarticipate. The 
It took time for a level of trust to develop. 

group was to invest a great deal of effort 
between participants,.and as a result, the. 

group preferred to work in plenary 
in estabtishing understanding, and did 

not want to disrupt this progress. In the. 
session where possible, instead of 

early meetings, little hope of glowing 
breaking into smaller groups. So 

success was foreseen, and members 
progresswas slow but firm. Some 

., 

agreed to maintain a low public profile, 
stakeholders commented that just 

with any press questions to be handled 
. . bringing them together was an 

by NRTEE. In fact the earfy p.rofile was so 
achievement in itself! In the end, no 

low that no press int.erest was shown! 
arrangements for minority views were 

necessary, as debate succeeded in 

The NRTEE opened the first Forest achieving consensus as defined above. 

.Round Table meeting in June 1996. Many The suggestion to append an 

of the participants had not met before, organization signature page to the- 

and held radically differing views. A principles came,from members 

mixture of pessimism and tension themselves, and eventually everyone 

pervaded the room. Some frustration signed, though the process of formal 

arose from the NRTEE view that buy-in from a wide.variety of 

organizations itself took-about nine stakeholders, ratherthan the NRTEE, 

should control events. One or two months. , 
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. Progress: was slow but % 

firm. Some stakeholders 

commented that just 

bringing them together 

was an.&chievement in 

PRINCIPLE. 6 - Equal of the meetings to their organizations, 

Dppol’tunity: All parties have and pay their own way if at &II possible. : 

equal access to relevant No budget was available to help specific 

information and the opportunity groups, but as ti.me passed; the 

to participate effectively 
secretariat was able to use about $4,000 

‘. 
throughout the.process. 

for each meeting to help individuals who 

would nototherwise have been able to 

All parties. must be able to participate attend. No honoraria or per diems were 

effectively in the consensus process. ‘paid. The estimated cost of the nine .. 

Unless the process~is open, fair and meetings, with an average of 20 people 

equitable, ‘agreement may not be paying $1,200 travel, et&per meeting, 

reached and; if reached, may not last. plus core costs, .tota!led some $280,000, 

Not everyone.starts from the same point excluding salaries. - 

L particularly in terms of experience, i 

knowledge and resources. For example: ,PRINCIPLE 7 1 Respect for 
Diverse Interests: Acceptance of ‘, 

+ the process involves time and 

expenses - resources that not all 
the. diverse values, ititerests, and 

participants may readily afford; 
knowledge of the .parties 
itivolved ii the cOnSenSuS 

+ the process revolves around the process is essential. ,- 

sharing of information on issues and A consensus process affords- an 
impacts - something to which not all opportunity for all participants to. better 
participants have ready ,acce,ss. understand one another’s diverse values, 

. interests, and knowledge. This increased 
To promote equal opportunity, understanding fosters trust and openness 
consideration needs to be given to which invaluably.assists the participants 
providing:. to move beyond bargaining over .. 

$, training on consensus processes and 
positions to explore their underlying 

negotiating skills; 
interests and needs. 

+, adequate and fair access to all 
The Round Table moderator set a tone for 

relevant iniormation and expertise; 
.’ discussion in the equal honour.he gave to. 

all points of view and all stakeholder 

*, resources for all participants to. groups around the table. After the initial 

meeting, trust began to grow amongst participate~meaningfully. 
participants, and people tistened well -to 

The nine meetings were held on a 
points of view they heard. The temptation 

to grandstand or to make unsupportable 
shoestring budget. The NRTEE,. 

Canadian Forestry Service;the Canadian 
statements weis tempered by’the 

Pulp and Paper Association, -and Wildlife : knowledge that others at the table were 

Habitat Canada,contributed to core 
knowledgeable too, and that credibility ~ 

funding of about $60,000 to rent rooms, 
wo,ul.d have to be maintained throughout 

pay secretariat. travel, and the chair,.’ 
a series of meetings, rather than-a 

Forest companies shouldered most of the 
one-shot speech. 

local costs of site visits. 

however,.were asked to 

Most members, 

assess the value 

Forest Roaind Table on Sustainable 



PRINCIPLE 8 - Accountability: - Forthe first five meetings, the group 

The participants are accountable welcomed the ability to set its-own 

both to their constituencies and objectives and timeframes, but.felt that it 

to the process that they have drifted when, .in its second year, it tackled 

.. agreed to establish. the knottier subject of clearcutting: 

It is important that the.pat4cipant.s 

Stronger guidance from the NRTEE would 

have helped at this point; k’life span of 

representing groups or organizations 

effectively speak for the interests they 

.I2 to’18 months seems to be optimum. 

represent. Mechanis.ms and resources.for 

timely feedback and reporting to 

PRINCIPLE IO-- : 

constituencies are crucial and need to be 

Implementation: Commitment 
to implementation and effective 

established. This builds understanding monitoring are essential ,parts of 
and commitment among the 

constituencies and minimizes surprises: 
any agreement. 

Given significant public concern about Parties must be satisfied. that their 

environmental, social and economic agreements will be implemented. As a 
‘. 

issues, keeping the public informed on result, all parties should discuss the goals 

the development and outcome of any of the process and how results will be 

process is important. .. handled. Clarifying a commitment to 

implementing the outcome of the process 
As collegiality grew, the moderator, began 

to drop frequent reminders that .’ 
is essential. Support and commitment of 

any party.responsi,ble for follow-up is 
participants did indeed represent their 

parent organizations.‘The group as a 
critical. When decisions require 

’ 
government action, the participation of 

whole was moving ahead in its mutual government authorities from the outset is 
*understanding, and members were asked crucial. A post-agreement mechanism . 

’ 

to keep in close touch with home’base. It should be established to monitor ’ 
became clear that organizational inputs -1 implementation and deal with problems 
-were indeed being made through several that may arise. 
members. If a case arose where a 

member got out ahead of the 1. All parties agreed to bui1ding.a set of 

orgariization, some reconciliation of views principles, followed by individual action 

was -necessary. plans. Nevertheless there was much 

‘_ debate as to additional roles the round 

PRINCIPLE 9 - Time Limits: table might play. Most of these arose 

Realistic deadlines are necessary. during the life of the Round Table, either 

‘. throughout the process. as internal suggestions, or as invitations 

from outside groups for the Forest Round 
Clear and reasonable time limits for 

working toward a conclusion and 
Table to play a role. In the end, the only 

reporting on’results should be 
suggestion to be acted upon was to hold 

’ a debate on harvesting methods and 
established. Such,miiestones bring a ‘. 

focus to the process, marshal key 
clearcutting. The Forest Round Table.h& 

resources, and mark progress towards 

consensus. Sufficient,flexibility, however, 

is necessary to embrace shifts or 

changes jr-r timing. 
. 

its ninth and.last meeting in 1993, but 

several members of the group expressed 

an interest in. meeting again. in 1995 to 

review progress against action .plans, and 

the need to.encompass any new issues 

which may have arisen. 

After the initial 

meeting, trust began to 

growamongst 

participants, and 

.’ peqple listetiecj we.11 to 

points of view-they 

heard. The,temptation .. 

to grandstand or to. 

make unsupportable 

s ta temenjs was 

tempered by the 

knowledge that others 

at the table were 

knowl&dge?ble. too. 
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All parties agreed at.the 

outs& to building a set 

ojp&ciples, followed 

by individual action 

I 

Lessons. L&rned of its members’ views, and it was 

important to hear the extremes too: 
The final meeting of the Forest Round 

Table looked b&k and examined sotie of $, Pubtic servi’ce participation should be . . 

the practical lessons learned on how the limited. Too many could dampen 

7ound table process might be improved., progress. 
.,r#G 

In summary: 
ic, Funding fqr impecunious groups was 

9 The original objectives of-the group a continuing prbblem. No one was 

(principles and action plans) were tumed away, but having to ask for 

worthy; realistic and achieved. In .. help every time was bothersome. 

particular, the need for action plans Environmental groups did not feel 

provided a binding force fo; the constkained by the knowledge that 

group. Field and site visits were also th&y were receiving pooled furiding, of 

invaluable ,in binding the group ,which some.came from industry. 

together. ., 
9 NGOs vi&w this type of process with 

+ Clear and reasonable time limits for suspicion if there /s any hint of their 

working toward a conclusion and being co-opted dr taken for a ride. 

.reporting on results should be Aboriginal groups may see direct . 

established. Such milestones bring a ., negotiation with the federal 

focus to the process, marshal key government as being more productive. 

r+ourc&, and mark progress 

toward; co?senstis. Sufficient 
.+ NGO efforts are spread very thin. 

flexibility, however, is necessary to 
Personal attendance at all meetings 

embrace shifts or changes in timing, 
was’ a problem for many. .If more than 

.five or six were missing, progress 

$, The NRTEE was se&n by all but one 

member as an impartial and helpful 

facilitator.. 

9 While the group was quite diverse, 

additional views from youth, 

could. not be made. A (well brieied) 

alternate should be allawed. 

# Going into the. process, members saw 

the maiti benefits as personal learning 

and networking. No one viewed a 

community and multi-cultural groups, document on principles as the most 

and the financial community would important outcome. By the end .of the 

tiave been welcomed. process, a few stiw the prjnciples as 

+ The grqup supported participation by 
..the main benefit, but most confirmed 

that they had broadened their learning’ 
industry associations, plus one or two 

representatives.from firms; rather than 
and their networks Members rated 

their dialogue’s effectiveness in 
dealing directly with forestry CEOs in changing bolicy as lo& but high in I.. 
Canada. They noted, however, that 

any association‘represented a median 
temis of grOup leaining. -. 
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Participants’ Views scientific data, so most of our talk was 

-about values. This business of 

John Houghton 
QUNO Cq. 

“1 don’t think I have lived t.hrough a time 

understanding each other is a lengthy 

process, but coming-to decisions by 

ccnsensus among the stakeholders 

themselves may indeed be the next step 

‘of greater change in the forest and forest in a participatory democracy.* 

products industry than that we have seen 

in the last few years. There seemed to be 

little question 20 years ago, of the notion Joe OWei// 
that Canada had plenty of forest, it 

Miramichi Pulp & Paper Inc. 
’ 

provided unending supplies of a. %-n an industry person with 30 years -in 

profitable export, and was a mainstay of .. the business. I live and work in, the real 

the Canadian economy. Few people in world. I said to our woodlands people 

the small company towns where I grew ‘I’m invited to participate in this thing, 

up challenged the idea tha? forest what do you think?” They read down the 

companies were responsible exploiters of line up: Elizabeth May, Sierra Club; Lois 

a renewable resource. Corbett, Ecology Action Centre in Halifax; 

Wildlife Habitat Canada; CPU: IWA; 
‘We in the business knew a great deal 

about the tending of forests, and it c&me 
Canadian Federation of Woodlot Owners; 

as a shock - almost a personal insult - to 
Canadian Nature Federation; Wildlife 

Federation; Parks and Wilderness; , 
many of us to find that “outsiders” who 

knew nothing of our expertise could 
Council of Churches. The reaction of my 

criticize, even condemn us for destroying 
staff was Joe O’Neill you won’t last two 

aspects of.the forest which nobody had 

d ays with that crowd.” My reaction was 

thought at risk before. Denial was our first 
lots of anticipation. I’d never met 

response - “ignore them, they’ll go 
Elizabeth May before this Round Table, 

and in the Maritimes Elizabeth May is a 
away.” But change began to creepin. 

. The NRTEE approached 
heavyweight. She shut down the 

environmentalists; union people, 
budworm.spray in Nova Scotia all by 

herself. She had more influence on the 
.Aboriginal groups, bureaucrats, 

academics, and industry, and asked if 

they wanted to sit down together to see if. 

way people thought than all the maritime 

forestry people all together...and I had 

never met her.. 
they could forge a common view on the 

future of Canada’s forests. No one was I never heard the word biodiversity until 

optimistic but they gave it a try - and 18 two years ago. I was outraged in 1991. 

months later they had hammered out a when the Department of Natural 

unanimous set of principles, signed by all Resources wildlife biologist said we have 

their parent organizations: They also to provide mature habitat for this ‘pine 

committed to action .plans covering the marten, so they’ll have travel corridors. I 

contributibn each organization would thought the pine marten was a bird, but 

make to those principles. we found out that it’s a little furry animal’ 

I don’t know whether the same approach 
that needs mature habitat for its survival; 

would work for all sectors. The forest 
Well, we moved rather quickly and we’ve 

: 

sector can be characterized as 
already.got their areas identified, but a 

year before that was all brand new stuff! 
encompassing a wide range of value 

sets, but backed with relatively little 

.’ 

‘Most of the people ‘I _ 

vepresent had the same 

frame of mind that I 

did - that we were 

going to straighten 

these turkeys out. .Once : 

they got the 

information they would 

change, and we would 

come away with the 

adility to carry on the 

same. But all that 

changed, I’ .. 

- Forest Round Table Member 
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The word3 ofthe 

principles belie the 

intense debate behind 

them and perhaps the 

r&al value for 

stakeholders. lies in 

having the dtibafe as a 

means of increasing : ‘. 

their own mutual 

The first meeting we had in the woods .Rod Carrow, 
was in Hinton, Alberta. The discussion AUFSC - Assockhon of University 

went along and tead to a knock-down Forest Schools of Cam& ., 

drag-out fight on herbicides - probably Gl believe that a Round Table approach 
the best exchangeof views on that has the best.chance of achieving a result 
subject that I have seen. Everyone took 

off their gloves. Everyone tookturns 
which will be supported by Canadians 

talking and listening. No onemoved for a 
regardless of their affiliation. Our Round 

Table had representation: it was truly a 
hour, right there in the woods just bearing microcosm of society,. reflecting the 
down-on the subject, but at the end of economic, social. and environmental 
this discussion you could see both sides priorities,of Canadians. Secondly,. it had 
budging just a little bit. I decided to stick. flexibility: the Round Ta&achieved just 
with the group after that. I thought maybe as much.as its members wanted to 
we-could do something that’s going to 

,make a contribution All of these people 
achieve. Thirdly, and this is the big one, 

the Round Table is a process.of self- 
that I was told were wingnuts - not so! education that results in increasingly 

Later, I was put at a table with three other 

people and .we were supposed -to agree 

on some principles. I was put down with 

Elizabeth’May the environmental 

extremist;Rod. Carrow the academic and 

clarified understanding of the positions 

and views of all.parties, which in turn 

helps greatly to overcome the conftict that 

results from poor understanding. 

The final product of the Round Table 
Claire Dansereau from the .lWA. We were exercise was reached through negotiated 
supposed to agree on some consensus, and because of this, 
fundamentals that would protect that . . members have a strong pride of 
health and integrity’of the forest ownership in that.final: p’roduct.* 
ecosystems in.Canada. I never sat at a , 

table before with a group likethis. I 

thought the possibility of agreeing on 

anything was absolutely remote. But I’m 

C/ah-e Dansereau .,, 
WA Cam& 

really ‘proud of these principles.and what “My fear when.1 joined the group was not 
weagreedon! that people would yell at each other, 

The lesson to be learned: being part of given half a chance most people try to 

this Round Table for my company was . . get along, but that we would create too 

expensive. I was away a lot at a crucial . . many platitudes. As the planning process 

time. Still, inherent faith in our future becomes more abstract and.further away 

from.a cut block, it’s easier to write nice brought this diverse group-of players 

together to do what we can for our things. I found through this process that 

common good.. I learned a lot. I changed we’ve actually gone the other .w&y: We 

my views on quite a few things. I’ve started off being verygeneral’and we are 

learned’very much from a group I was. now very specific and hard-nosed, and 

scared of! I don’t think there’s one Chief that was a resuit of the trust developed in 

Executive Officer in the. industry t.hat the room. 

thought that John Houghton could keep- 

these people in a room for more than one 
I spent..a lot of time wondering why that 

.trust was there, and it’s real trust, it’s not 
day. I’d like tc thank the members of the 

Round Table I was on for contributing. to 
put on for the time we are fqgether. Ifthink 

that where the trust came from in this 
my education!-,. situation was the fact that we had to have 
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know that oneof the key problems that, 

we-have is making sure that every 
%recentty moved from the Maritimes to 

Toronto and I find you have’to walk faster, 
participant is accountable not only to the, talk faster, and get an attitude. *Well, i 
process but tp their group when they go 

home, so that you don’t have a, 
have to admit I already hadan attitude 

.’ 
representative of a company or 

when I went to my first meeting of the 

Natio’nat Forest Round Table. I had to 
_ environ,mental groupwho can say things 

in the room without their organization’s’ 
assume that this Round Table would act 

buy-in. 
: -like any other multi-stakeholder process 

that I’ve been involved in! especially 

The fact;thatM/e had the Action Plan,as those concerning sustainable \ 

part of our process allowedit to be more development. And let’s just say that-after 

effective much more quickly. It allowed us .four years of’chewing the sustainable 

to focus. Each one of. us went to.the table development fat I think I can put out ’ 

thinking that we had.something to teach. I some of those phrases with the best of 

thinkLve all now, know that we.had them.’ 

something to learn. Most people have’ 

..realized that you have to learn to listen, 
We were neither each other’s critics nor 

but now.we have to learn to learn as well. 
fevers. We avoided the extremes-of 

We can’t just sit and listen to what other 
unloving critics and uncritical lovers We 

people have to say and hope to change 
fought untruth. We didn’t need to be 

their minds. We have to allow our minds 
loved by everyone. We enjoyed our 

to be changed by the process we’re in. I’ 
greater efficiency created by putting all of 

. . 

.say this not just to industry~ because 
our cards on the table. We looked.at the 

industry is told this all the time, but to the 
facts courageously, and we avoided too 

many illusions. I urge you toact on your 
environmental groups and to us as well.? natural curiosity, to be frank, open and 

. . .honest, and’to work for ctiange, all the .,. 

while keeping your feet on the forest fioor, 

and your eyes, your mind and most 

importantly your heart, on a vision of a 

truly sustainable forest ecosystem.* 

. 

I 

The group a&reed to 

operate by consensus, 

. defined as an outcome 

whikh eveuyone.could 

live with,‘.even ifit was 

not seen as idealfrom 

any dnepoitit ‘of view. 
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Appendix: Abridged Minutes of the ‘Meetings 

First Meeting in Montreal, 
June 20-21,1991 i 

+ Convey results to CCFM, NRTEE, own 

sectors, and general public. 

Members strongly recommended that 

every effort be made to ehsure 8. Identify future group activities. 

ittendance atid continuing commitment 

‘of all who had agreed to participate. The 
Participants agreed on three process 

proposed Canadian Council oi Forest 
objectives: 

Ministers (CCFM) Forest Strategy, due for 

update in 1992,.,was seen as a 

commitment by governments arising c&t 

A. Develop a vision and principles for 

sustainable developieni in Cariada’s 

forests. 

of stakeholder concerns. The Round 

Tab!e process would be complementary 
B. Each.stakeholder agency to develop 

in its focus on non-government 
action p&s for its own contribution to 

organizations. Cross-links would be built 
sustainabie development. 

. 

In through joint planning, information 

exchange, and an invitation to contribute 

C. Recommendationsto gov&ments 

and other jurisdictions with- regard,to 

Round Table results to the March 1992 policies and actions for sustainable 

Forest Congress. One member offered a 

suggested process for rdund table 
development. 

dialogue as folldws: 
The grotip asked.the NRTEE to respond 

I. Develop vision arid principles for 
‘. to media queries, and asked that a-slot 

sustainable development in forests 

be kept for the Forest Round Table.on’the. 

: 1992 National Forest Congress Agenda. 

2. Identify key issues and recommendations, 

3. Draft preliminary action plans: How will Second ,Meeting :in Ottawa, 
.@ach member contribute to the 

implementation/advantiemeni of the. 
August, 16-18, 199j 

sustainable development Grinciples within 
Members vi&wed the draft CCFM 

their mandate/jurisdictipn? 
document What You Said, coming out of 

. . 

4. Compare action .plans: Who’s doing 

the CCFM strategy consultations at five 

workshops across the country. vembers 

what? Identify gaps. agreed to respond individually with their 

5. R&vis.e action plans: 
comments on the CCFM paper. The 

group fleshed out the issues from its first 

6. Identify common ground: What are the ‘meeting in Montreal, and. nioved toward 

overlaps br gaps? What partnership articulating a Set of principles arising from 

dpportunities. are available? the issues. They reviewed the relation 

.7. Communicate results: 
between the CCFM and the Forest Rpund 

Table processes. The Program committee 

was asked ?ro report back to the next + What worked? What didn’t? 
meeling o? the products to be expected 

+ What a&the opportunities and from this Round Table process, and a 
obstacles? time-frame to achieve .them. Members 

agreed on converging on a vision and 

principles in concert wit.h the CCFM‘ 
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process. Further suggestion$ included Fourth Meeting in 
fOCUSing on a ybset of the‘is?ues above; vancouver November 

and each member group contributing its 

own Action Plan based on the common 
. . 16-20, 199; 

vision. and piinciples. ‘All member? agreed that the weekend 

visit to the C&manah Valley had been an 

overwhelming experience. 

Third Meeting in Hinton, 
Alberta, September IO-I 1, 

Members further refined the draft 

1991. .. ; 
principles laid out at the previous 

meetings. Upon comple.tion, the.group 

Members reached a large measure pf _ would review the package.as ZEI whole. 

agreement on several- principles, anb Individuals accepted the task of drafting a 

drafted wording for each. A view Was -preamble and seven further principles, in 

expressed that joint drafting may have consultation with other members. All 

lost some d! the key-words important to present (some being absent) agreed that 

particular-stakehold&s. During theytioiiid be able to draft or modify 

discu$sion.on how t? handle conflict in .action plans in support of the principles. 

finalizing principles, it was suggested that being evolved. Specific timetables would : 

the stakeholders could come as-close as depend on the calendars of each groyp. 

they could to.naryowing the gap Several members stiw the possibility of 

progressively over-time. Su&esti might building partnerships with each other to 

be.meastired not in actually closing every implement action plans. The Round Tadle 

bap,‘but in how far stakeholders had priticiplks accbrded well’with the 

moved from initial positions. emerging CCFM set, so that action plans 

would contribute to both sets. Forest 
Several members underlined the need for 

stakeholder continuity in meetings. The : * 
‘i Round Table members were among 50 or 

group had,:invested a great deal. of effort 
60 invitees to a CCFM torum in 

December, 199-i. 
in establishing understanding, ‘and did 

not want to disrupt this prog&ss. They : 

stated the need’to cqmplete their view of Fifth, Meetivg in Toronto, . . .’ 
principles and vision for forests before 

tioving to action plans. Sbme groups 
’ February13 and .4, 1992 

were currtirttly working on actidn plans A ietter from the CCFM’cbief writer noted 

and codes of practice, but groups were that the work of the Forestry Round Table 

ope$ng on different internal’schedules, had .contributed substantially to the final 

and had not.all reached the same point. prodtict of the Nationa! Forest Strategy 
. Almost all ,Forest Rdund Table principles 

The CCFM document What You Said, 

included considerable input fro.; Round 
had been included in the document. 

Members agreed on a vision statement 
Table memb+. CCFM wi/l continue to- for their view ‘of Canada’s forests, and 
draw on the Forest Round Table’s 

evolving principles in developing the 
outlined the action plans .under 

development within their drganizaiions. 
paper. In discussing future work, group 2 

- members made the following . ., 

. obsenqtions: 

~ery~valuable’process.,.Best is yet to 

&me... Need an audience other than 
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.ourse(ves.for our product 7$ke action 

plans to impl~mentatidn. . . Will stay as long 

press exposure. SeveraJ members 

stressed that it would be useful to 

as process is useful.. . Funding will be’ a contin,ue the process. Possible options 

problem. 1. Take a breathe6 then a field trip were discussed by the group: 

in late summeL. .See the unfinished 

business through.. . Keep the netLvorking ’ + Replica&&: ?oe O’Neill referred to 

going.:. Use each @her to speak at his experience in transporting the 

me&ings...Adopt a “New Directions” ,. process to New Brunswick. He saw 

forflat.. Not too keen on monitoring role the process itself as one of the major 

foi this group.. . Could become a National benefits which should be captured by 

Advisory Board on fore&y issues.. . Now other stakeholder groups.. 

.debate specific issues such as 

ctearcutting, land use, pesticides.. Impact. 
+ Focus on Specific Issties:‘. 

within group members .will be 
Questionnaire returns had indicated 

major . . Make rec6mmehdations to NRTEE 
Economics, Clearcutting, Tenure, 

on process.. . Meet in Max then an Eastern 
Forest User Conflicts, Old Growth, 

field visit in ear& fall.. 
Herbicides, Forest Regeneration, and 

Diversity as possible topics for 

. discussion. The group agreed to meet 

Sixth Meeting in.-Timmins, 
. . Ontario; May 12 and 13, 

for a two-day works’hop on harvesting 

methods. 

19.92 _ _. *‘Hosting a National l&urn: 1; view of 

The sixth Forest Round Table meet.ing the above, ideas on a. national forum 

included a field trip hosted by QUNO were shelved for the’time being. 

Corp. Several members were absent from 

the trip as well as the meetings. A total of 
.‘# Linking with the Model Forest 

26. principles for sustainable development 
Program: Interest was expressed in ; 

were approved .by those pre&nt. The linking with the Model Forest, Program, 

NRTEE secretariat was asked to draft a but no clear role was seen at this 

Progress Report to go to members’ stage. 

constituencies and to be available for 

public information. 
+ A Monitoring Role with the CCFM: 

Members discussed the suggestion 

Members confirmed their commitment to that the Forest Round Table might 

Action PIa&, several of which have been take a .mon/toring role for the National 

drafted. They agreed to present these in . 

formats which fitted thefr’own 

Fore,st Strategy. They felt that. they 

might not be well constituted to play 

organizationai plans. In the case of -this role however, but expressed 

extensive action plans, an executive . willingness to act as a sounding board 
summary would give a concise overview 

of those major proje&ts, timeframes and 
if required. 

. deliverables which support the principles. Members took note of a.proposal by one 
Members asked NRTEE to draft a .association to seek funding and provide 
Marketing Proposal/Communications 

Plan for both the product and the process 
support for future meetings. Since the- 

- NRTEE had also offered to support at 
of the Forest Rqund Table. The proposal least the next meeting, the proposal was 
would.make full use of editorial pages, 

weekly and monthly magazines, land 
held in reserve for the time being. 
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Members took a knacky field tour in the While several members were absent, the ., 

Miramichi forest, which included a remainder p&ticipated in a tour of the 

vumber of practical harvesting methods,. ,. Halidurton Forest and Wildlife Reserve - 

from rdadside processing to horse. a 20,000 hectare private reserve used for. 

y&ding. All but one participant .h&e now _ selective logging, commercial camping, 

expressed support of the 26 principles. canoeing, mountain biking ,eto. 

Members would now seek endorsement 

from their parent groups, so that all could 
All ,but two participant associations have 

sign a signature sheet to be included in 
now signed suppbrt tif the principles as 

listed in the draft repott..When the 
the report. The NRTEE will present the 

-. 

draft report Jo the.CCFM at their’next 
.remaining signatures,are in, the 

document will go to print. Djscussion on 
meeting. The work of the Forest Round 

Table was also highlighted at a meeting of -. 
possible futures for the Forest Round 

national, proviticial and territorial round 
Table included issue-specific discussions, j 

tables. 
and publicizing our work in regional,and 

, 
international settings. The po&ibility of 

Most, but not all, members agreed in.. fNV//?OFOR meetings to cover issue 

principle that further meetings, at intervals discussions was raised. The NRTEE 

of about six months could be valuable, to’ distributed copies of a 25-minute video 

deal with specific issues. The NRTEi about the Forest Round fable process, 

expressed its continuing support for and an accompanying leaflet. 

.issue-based discussions. The issues I 
‘. 

suggested included-pesticide use: l&d 

. 

use, public involvement, and a review of Ninth Meeting in Ottawa, .: . 
federal/provincial forest agreements. The ‘Ontario, October 14 and 15, 
group suggested thtit some rotation of 1993 
membership would be desirable.aS new 

issues were brought forward, but agreed 
The main purpose of the nieeting was to : 

to keep the present membership intact.for 
provide advice and feedback to the 

the &rit 1993 meeting. The addition of 
NRiEE on how-the round table proce& 

some groups’ was suggested.. They 
might Ij;e it-Qproved. These minutes are 

endorsed the commtinications plan which 
reported in the main text as’“Lessons 

they had asked the secretariat to draft: 
Learned.” ‘, 

. . 
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Membership. in the Forest R&rid Table 
... 

1991-j993 ‘ 

Moderator . . . . . . . ..~ . . . . . . . . . . . ..: Hamish Kimmins 

Canadian Federation of Professional Foresters’ Associations. . . . . . . . .:. . .. ,..... Chris Lee 

Canadian Federationof Woodlot Owners .:. ,,. . . . . . . ,....,. ;.\. . . . . . . . Peter DeMarsh 

Canadian Forestry Association . . . . . .,. ...,. ..: .._...._... ,.. . . . . . . Glen Blouin 

Canadian Nature Federation ,. . .: .‘. .,........ .., ,,, ,,, ,,, ;.. ,,, ,,. ,.~ . . . ..,....... . . . . Paul Griss 

Canadian Paperworkers Union.. ........ .:. . . ................ :., ................................................. .: ... Keith Newman 
.. 

Canadian Parks & Wilderness Society ....... . ................................................. . .......... . .......... Diana Keith 

Canadian.Pulp and Paper Association.. .................. . ...................................................... .:. David Barron .. 

Fur Institute .of Canada : Fur Institute .of Canada : ........ ........ ~,,,,,.,,,,,.,,, ~,,,,,.,,,,,.,,, ........................................... ........................................... ........ ........ .,..: .,..: ...................... ...................... ..Ger ry Wilde ..Ger ry Wilde 

. . .... IWA Canada‘,,,,,,,.,,,,,,,,, ,,,,,: IWA Canada‘,,,,,,,.,,,,,,,,, ,,,,,: .................. .................. .: .: ... ... ..:: ..:: ..................... ..................... . . ..................................... ..................................... ..Cfair e Danseieau ..Cfair e Danseieau ‘. 

Miramichi Pulp’and Paper Inc. Miramichi Pulp’and Paper Inc. .. .. . . ............. ............. . . .................................................... .................................................... .:. .:. ..................... ..................... Joe O’Neill Joe O’Neill 

.. .. National Aboriginal Forestry Association National Aboriginal Forestry Association ........................................................................ ........................................................................ Harry Bombay Harry Bombay 

Ontario.Forest Industries Association Ontario.Forest Industries Association ........................ ........................ ..:... ..:... ... ... ..I ..I ........................ ........................ ,.:. ,.:. .............. .............. Marie Rauter Marie Rauter 

Sierra Club of Canada ; ,.,,,I Sierra Club of Canada ; ,.,,,I .. .. ,,,I ,,,I ................................................. ................................................. r.. r.. ... ... . . ................. ................. I.. I.. ............. ............. Elizabeth Elizabeth May May 

Taskforce on the Churches and Corporate Responsibility Taskforce on the Churches and Corporate Responsibility ................................ ................................ %. %. ........ ........ Peter Chapman Peter Chapman 

University Forestry Schools University Forestry Schools ........... ........... ,,,,,.,;. ,,,,,.,;. ............................................. ............................................. l.. l.. ...... ...... ,.l.i.. ,.l.i.. ............... ............... Rod Carrow Rod Carrow 

Weldwood of Canada Ltd.: Weldwood of Canada Ltd.: .............. .............. . . ............... ............... :...; .:. :...; .:. ........................................................... ........................................................... Don Laishley Don Laishley 

Wildlife Habitat Canada.. Wildlife Habitat Canada.. .... .... :: ..I :: ..I ............. ............. . . ............................. ............................. I.. I.. .... .... .I .I : ........................................ ........................................ David Neave David Neave 

.. .. National’ Round Table on the Environment and the Economy National’ Round Table on the Environment and the Economy ..Joh n Houghton John Houghton .................................... ...................................... 

Diane Griffin Diane Griffin 

NRTEE Secretariat NRTEE Secretariat ............................. ............................. 1, 1, ............. ............. . . ...................................... ...................................... . . 

Josefina Gonzalez Josefina Gonzalez 

Steve Thompson Steve Thompson .................. .................. 

Cathy Driscoll Cathy Driscoll 

Allison Webb Allison Webb 

.This report is dedicated to the youngest participant in the -Forest Round Table process, 

Victoria Cate May, who grew from lhree months to tw6 years during the meetings. 

Victori Cate, we did this for your’generation. 




